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1.  INTRODUCTION 

•l 

t« 

In the raid 1940's artificially produced radioactive iso- 
topes became available  in quantity.     These Materials,   made 
in the  first nuclear  reactors, were eagerly awaited by rapidly 
growing groups of research workers which now had new  tools  to 
help solve long-existing problems.     Because of their  unique 
property of giving out  radiation which could be  detected and 
assessed Temotcly,   radioactive isotopes were soon put   to use 
as tracers,  to simply  follow the movement of objects  or sub- 
stances in such diverse fields as medicine,  agriculture and 
industry.    Crude  electronic instrumentation based on  simple 
Geiger-Müller counters   was   used to measure the  radiation 
fro« these radioisotopes and new specialists, the nuclear 
chemist, the nuclear physicist and the nuclear engineer, evolved 
to verify the properties of their radiations.    New discoveries 
were nade and rapidly translated into practical  applications. 

The radioisotopes and their associated detection equipment 
wert at this time  largely in Government-controlled laboratories 
in a few countries,  but the saall groups of enthusiasts vigor- 
ously devoted themselves not only to understanding their new 
science, but also to educating and training other research 
workers.    The general  public on the other hand,  largely through 
fear and ignorance by  associating all  things nuclear with the 
»ore dramatic and lethal aspects of atonic energy, was wary, 
critical and even obstTuctional of this new technology and 
to some extent this  situation still pertains today.     A great 
deal of tine, effort  and money was spent by Governments in 
educational campaigns  and even now new films end publications 
appear which »till attempt to explain to the layman the simpli- 
city and safety involved in the correct use of the same radio- 
isotope techniques which were developed 25 years ago. 

Elaborate national and local regulations have been drawn 
up «id implemented to ensure that the user of radioisotopes 
and radiation controls his "tools" in a responsible manner. 
These regulations are enforced by health authorities at both 
the national and local level.    Scientists are now taught how 
to handle radioisotopes as part of their education and training. 
Internationally recosmendod regulations for the transport of 
radioisotopes exist  as do regulations governing the exposure 
of radiation workers and the general public to the different 
typos of radiation.    All of these measures, designed after 
mich consultation and with great care, operate successfully 
and effectively, with a ninisun of interference to the user. 

As a technology,the application of radioisótopos and radi- 
ation has experienced the benefit of Governmental support in 
both manpower and money since its inception.    In diagnostic 
medicine and agriculture the techniques are well-established 
and rewarding.    They are also in the hands of trained and ex- 
perienced personnel.     Industry, which has the most to gain 
from the use of those techniques, has not fully exploited them 
in spite of concerted attempts by those with vested interests 
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M,„V theories  have  been  expounded to promote their advantages.    Many ^ eoi ics  n x have 
to explain this situation and ^ ;"^^?0fl5 of the use of 
been Sade to »»«".^«"wî ere     s  no  doubt  that  con-     - 

Strare ^se^p^icattonfn^Lïe vidosproadT 

As explained earlier,   the design  and fcvalopmcnt^  ^ 
industrial gauges,   for e^mC\c/^aVJÌ Ut le contact with 
ìesearch scientists,  most  of who« ^vîeï'Îe of indl,5trial 
industry and   as  ?.re*ul

rhici'otop, instruments   installed  in conditions.    The  first  Tadxoisotopc ins material. 
Industry in 1949 were   to ••"«J^ï^^îSÎÎ instruments  re- 
These gauges v;erc little more than u b

7
lcm  and,  as a 

designed to meet  a P«tlcular mea suri i     P e exacting 
result, they vere prone %^aWown   in ture of thesc 
industrial environments.     G;dd"*1iJi/";perienccd engineers 
devices passed into the ^nd* ^J^iable  and which could be 
Sho constructed  gauges which "f «?_;"*„;„ vice versa.    The 
adapted to a P^icular proc ess  rath er  t ^iubl       accur.te 
presently available  thicknes. gauge*  * .       the nost advanced 
Snd, when »«ass.ry.   sophisticated,  eis^oy^ g^ ^^ 
electronic and *«chanícal   *;í£d of thickness measurement  and 
is accepted as a  routine ne hod °Jt^;Íechniques have followed 

as:«: si^ss zz^r^o?]^^ >.. -any ^ 
quires. 

0« the industrial »W•^";i;i•?J0g;lSîií;sÎ^SVtncrtïî;hî 
lartely as a specialist art instja.d of b-*ng just ^ 
nîîue at the disposal of  the.eng »'f ¿^^ Scie  industrially 
veloping countries have  an advantage  ^«5* d  engineers 
advanced nations.    Large nu.b er so f ^ «»  <nlverfitlef Md 
of all disciplines have^ bee i given train     * ^ 
in Government-sponsored    "«»*    °  "    techniques when applied 
need for and advantages of.^sîiy in ihele countries  is  in the to a Particular problem      Industry in tnec ^ traJitl      x or 

hands of young technologists ^° d°  ^ opposite numbers  in 
inherited conservatism of  sorce ot tne u       jm  %i%ê th 
the industrially developed .ountri«^ well-proven and 
Xr*?i^ «t  - early  stage. 

As .ill be seen in the followinga^.p^r.    ^^«»elj«^ 
techniques are «^«^^n dÍSÍh îhe theory behind these tech- 

ÄÄ mtUnt. and technique, 

• • 

9' 

$ % 
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which are still in the development stage or which are vari- 
ations of a basic principle have been deliberately excluded 
as have those which ere used only on a United scale. 

#c 

S 
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2.       FUNCTIONS 

2,1     Instrumentation 

2.1.1    General. 
Radioisotope  instruments  are used to doterwine: 

(a) mass per unit area, or thickness of honoKcneous 
materials such as steel, aluminium or copper or 
heterogeneous materials of constant composition 
such  as plastics,  paper or rubbcT; 

(b) thickness of coatings   on a dissimilar backing 
material  such as  zinc   on steel; 

(C)    density of materials   of constant  thickness   such 
as liquids or slurries   in pipes; 

(a)    density of bulk materials such ss concrete,  rocks 
or soil; 

(•)    lavéis of fluids or solids in vessels  or packages; 

(f)    alimentai  composition of some heterogeneous materials. 

In addition,  there are many applications «here   the same 
basic principles are applied,   such as in Dow meters,  fire 
detectors, anemometers and position indicators. 

All of these instruments  consist of a source of  .^diation, 
a radiation detector and the associated electronics vnich make 
un the indicating unit.    Radiation absorption,   rcattering, 
ilnim Sn or agitation phenomena, are u«ed to •«»«"»;•»«• 
of physical properties.    The  radiation lourca and detector 
axa aiîhar Ibcated on the same   side of the material  under in- 
stigation  (backscatter)  or on opposite sides   (transmission). 
depending oa the application. 

The choice of radioisotope  source ind detector  is deter- 
minmúhr the particular application.    Alpha and beta particle 
•Sitting sources and source» of electronagnetic   (RO«»a or X-) 
radiation and neutrons are available in a very wine  range of 
SÍsIcaÍand chemical  forms suitable for almost  any applicatio«. 
Coiation detectors are Geiger-Müller counters.  Proportional 
Sunttrs.  scintillation counters,  ionization chambers and    in 
a few cales,  solid state detectors made of Germanium  (Li) or 
Silicon  (Li).     Detectors are  selected because ot  thciT better 
response to the radiation being measured *n? *»dioiso*0P* 
ieuVces st. chosen to meet the *»•»*« îci,,BtiÎw*rï?UÎî^î;sîbla er »assuring principle being used. Thus, whilst it i* possible 
%l » beia\5rticli and el Set romagnetic radiation trans« ssion 
it Sea<ure all the properties (a) to (f). *•••• transmission is 
MMrtilr used for (c) and (e) and gamia backseat ter for (d). 
lie-mental analysis is accomplished mainly witn low energy elee- 
îrSSÏnetiî radiation but tS • United extent with beta P«nicle 
•Sorption and backscatter.    Coating thickness  is «.assured by 
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beta backscattcr or X-ray  fluorescence,  the  latter technique 
rapidly  overtaking the former   in most applications. 

2.1.2     Mass per Unit Area  or  Thickness. 
The  measurement of mass   per unit, area   of  sheet materials 

is »ade  by   the transmission   of   alpha particles,  beta particles 
and electromagnetic radiation   and backscattcring of beta parti- 
cles and  electromagnetic radiation..    Alpha  particles are used 
for thin materials (1-5 Hg/cm2) , beta particles  for mort sheet 
materials   (1-1000 mg/cm2),   bremsstrahlung  radiation m the 
thickness   range O.05-5mw and   gamma radiation on thick materials, 
such  as   steel, in the range   1O-150 mm. 

#, 

The  attenuation of beta   particles and  electromagnetic 
radiation by material is  a   function of the  thickness and 
density  of  the material,   i.e.   »ass per unit  area.    If the 
density  of  the material is   constant, the thickness c?n be 
Measured  directlv after calibration.    Measurement accuracy 
is usually better than II  when using beta  particle transmission 
txcept   for very light weight   (<1 ag/cm2)  materials when 
accuracies  are about 2t.     The  most commonly used detectors for 
these   systems are ionization  chambers which have a continuous 
current  output of about IO-10 amp.    Presentation of the detector 
signal,   after amplification,   is usually done on a recorder or 
a deviation meter showing  variations fro» a target thickness. 

MCMand "0" frates which   support source and detector on 
opposite  sides of tho sheet   can be wade sufficiently rigid to 
cover widths up to strerai   met Tes.    The movement of the sourca 
•ad detector can b« programmed to scan the width of the sheet 
material  continuously and  to   follow a pre-determined pattern 
with the   facility of over-riding this programme to make 
measurements at any position  across the sheet.     Beta particle 
transmission gaugts are th«  most commonly used for light-weight 
sheet  Material.    However,   »any «odern paper machines are more 
than IO metres wide and to  overcome the errors  introduced by 
the distortion which occurs   in long frames  supporting the source 
sad dotector bata backscattcr  is used to measure »ass per unit 
area.     SouTce and detector  are mounted side by sidt in an 
integral,   light-weight measuring head which rides on the paper, 
also eliminating pass-lino  errors. 

Similar aechanical systems are used in bremsstrahlung or 
gamma   radiation transmission  gauges which are used routinely to 
measure  the thicknesses of ciotal sheets,  either cold- or hot- 
rolle«!.     A wide range of radioisotope sources of electromagnetic 
radiation is avallabili, making it relatively easy to select 
the optimum Tadiation energy  for a particular application. 
When only one side of the material is accessible, such as 
inspecting pips or vessel  walls, gamma backscatter is used 
measure  thickness.   The measuring head of  simple, portable 
instruments is held against   the surface of the material to be 
measured so that constant  geometry is assured. 

when 
to 
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vhich simply indicate 
are in the ? 5,000,- 
thuir origin, the use 
their reliability.  The 

X-ray fluor- 
coating thick- 
transmission 

Prices for these instruments range from $  500,- for a 
portable wall-thickness gauge to up to JS 500,000.- for a 
sophisticated transmission gauge capable of controlling a 
paper making machine.  The majority of beta- and gar.r.iuv- 
transmission measuring instruments, 
deviations from a target thickness, 
to %  20,000,- range, depending upon 
of modern electronic components and 
latter implies the attention given to design and quality 
control during manufacture. 

2.1.3 Coating Thickness or Weight. 

Beta-particle backscatter and radioisotope 
escencc are the preferred methods for measuring 
ness.  In some applications, dual beta particle   
systems are used, measuring before and after application of 
the coating and obtaining the desired measurement by signal 
subtraction.  For "light." or low Atomic Number materials, 
typical measuring problems are associated with adhesive or 
chemical coatings applied to paper.  Beta-particle backscatter 
is used for these measurements providing there is a consider- 
able difference in the Atomic Numbers of the backing and 
coating materials.  Saturation backscatter must be obtained 
from the base material so that any change in beta-backseat ter 
is due solely to change in coating thickness.  For this reason 
these measurements are best performed against a backing of 
material of similar Atomic Number to the base. The mass per 
unit area range covered by this type of measuring system is 
1-10 mg/cm* and instrument costs range between $  2,000,- a 
$  20,000,-. 

The same principle has been widely used for measuring 
thin metal coatings on a steel base, such as electroplated 
tin or line on steel but it is rapidly being superceeded by 
the more practical X-ray fluorescence technique. Virtually 
mono-energetic radioisotope sources of low energy electromag- 
netic radiation are now commercially available and this allows 
the selection of a source just sufficiently energetic enough to 
excite characteristic radiation from the element to be measured. 
Thus, for line coatings on steel, it is possible to excite 
line X-Tays and separate these either electronically or mechani- 
cally from those of iron. The intensity of fluorescent X-radiation 
increases with increasing concentration of an element and hence 
coating weight or thickness can be determined.  For tin, paint 
or aluminium coatings on steel the absorption of iron X-rays 
in the coating layer is used to measure the coating thickness. 
This technique is an excelled example of radioisotope instru- 
mentation solving a previously difficult on-line measuring 
problem and it has led to the development of a new generation 
of sophisticated thickness gauges. Costs range from $  8.,000,~ 
for a laboratory instrument to $  250,000,- for a double-sided 
on-line system suitable for process control. 

and 
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2.1.4 Density. 

*«• 

nique 
source, 

Most density measurements are made on materials in 
pipes or other containers and the gamma transmission tech- 

is most suitable for this purpose.  The radioactive 
in a lead or heavy metal container, is mounted on 

the outside of the pipe with the radiation detector dia- 
metrically opposite.  The detector is most commonly an 
ionization chamber and the radiation energy is usually 
chosen to be of sufficiently hij:,h energy so that its ab- • 
sorption by the material is a function of electron density 
only.  Since source-detector separation is fixed, the 
resulting signal from the detector is a measure of the 
physical density of the material in the pipe, providing 
that the pipe is full. Application areas are numerous 
ranging from oil and slurries in pipelines to ice cream and 
other edible products in concentrating vessels.  Installa- 
tions in the $  2,S00,- to JÎ 10,000,- range are used to indi- 
cate deviations from a target density with an accuracy 
of *0.1t. 

Beta-particle transmission gauges 
dense and thinner materials and the abs 
of radiation is a function of electron 
One of the largest application areas fo 
is in cigarette manufacture and here be 
are standard equipment, measuring tobac 
better than the 0.25"* deviation normall 
cigarette weight.  The small radioactiv 
chamber detector are built into modern 
machinery and costs are therefore diffi 
f>  2,000,- to $  5,000,- is an estimated 

are used on less 
orption of this type 
density of the material, 
r radioisotope gauging 
ta transmission gauges 
co packing density to 
y allowed in the mean 
e source and ionization 
cigarette-making 
cult to ascertain, but 
rango. 

For bulk materials such as sugar, soil or coal a single 
probe instrument is preferred in which the radioactive source 
and radiation detector are mounted together. The probe can 
be inserted into the material to be measured either by simply 
Eushing or by first drilling a bore-hole. When surrounded 
f  sufficient material, gamma radiation from the source is 
scattered back to the detector tc give a measure of density. 
These instruments, when used to measure compaction in road 
construction for example, are usually combined with a neutron 
gauge in which, under favourable conditions, fast neutrons 
are moderated by hydrogenous material to give a measure of 
moisture content.  Prices of these portable instruments range 
Iron $  1,500,- to $  5,000,. 

2.1.5 Level 

The most widespread use of radioisotope instrumentation is 
the relatively simple level control or switch. In their simp- 
lest form these devices consist of a radioisotope source (usually 
• gamma emitter) and a radiation detector (either a Geiger- 
Müller counter or scintillation counter) which actuates a control 
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relay when the radiation level either increases or decreases. 

levels 
the mate 
mission 
gamma so 
hick-wal 
pted v,;hc 
ermi ned 
xample. 
et the r 
sou ree-d 
di cation 

in large conta 
rial in the ve 
techniques arc 
urce and de tec 
led ves sel 5; so 
n the material 
level, as in c 
Source and de 

equirements of 
c tec tor syst cri 
over a limite 

iners 
ssel 
al- 

tor 
that 
in s i de 

oal 
I ector 
parti- 

s are 
d range. 

Their main use is to detect 
or vessels without contact with 
and for this purpose gamma trans 
most exclusively employed.  The 
are arranged on the outside of t 
the beam of radiation is interrii 
the vessel rises above a pre-det 
bunkers or petroleum tanks for e 
arrangements can be varied to me 
cular applications and multiple 
used to give continuous level in 

A 
used to 
a conv 
used 
cans 
tube 
Packag 
to reach — 
the faulty package 

Prices range from %  500,- for a simple on-off device to 
»round $  5,000,- for sophisticated continuous level control 
and package monitoring. 

2.1.6 Analysis 

All of the known radioisotopo techniques have been applied 
to problems cf analysis with varying degrees of success.  Al- 
though alpha-, beta- and gamma backscattering arc used routinely 
for a few applications, activation analysis and radioisotope 
X-ray fluorescence are the most significant techniques.  Even 
neutron activation analysis, which is very widely used when 
access to a nuclear reactor is possible, has yet to be fully 
utilized in industrial systems but the development of sealed 
neutron tubes and the availability of more suitable radioiso- 
tope neutron sources promises to change this situation. 

Radioisotop 
spread radiation 
analysis, in spi 
possible to exci 
of a multi-eleme 
since the intens 
proportional to 
In practice, the 
simple systems s 
most widespread 

e X-ray fluorescence is probably the most wide- 
technique used for rapid non-destructive 

te of its late development.  In theory it is 
te characteristic X-rays from each component 
nt system and so obtain a complete analysis 
ity of the characteristic X-rays excited is 
the weight fraction of the element present. 
technique is best suited to the analysis of 

uch as alloys although ore assessment is the 
single application. 

Simple portable instruments are available for $  3,500,- 
but »ore stable and sophisticated laboratory instruments 
giving a direct reading of elemental concentration in times as 
short as 8 seconds cost from $  8,000,- upwards. 
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2.2 Radiography 

Radiography, using X- or gamma radiation is  probably  the 
»ost widespread non-destructive  testing method.     Other tech-    . 
niques,   such as ultrasonic and magnetic  flaw detection, are 
less  specific  and more  difficult   to use because   the  results 

•, obtained are  significantly influenced by the experience of 
the operator.     Whilst  radiography  is also dependent on opera- 
tor technique,   the end result   is  a record on film which, with 

cv relatively  little training,  can be rapidly interpreted. 

Simply,   the technique consists of  interposing the object 
to be   inspected between  a source  of X-  or gamma   radiation 
and a  radiographic film  to detect  inhomogeneities .    These 
nearly always  consist of holes   filled with air or  gas  such  as 
cracks,  cavities, porosities,   laminations,  etc.     The amount 
of radiation passing  through  the  object  is a function of  it» 
nass per unit  area 3.04118t  .hin sections or homogeneities 
show up as  darker areas  on the  developed film.     Sharp defini- 
tion  is obtained by mounting  the  radiation source  at  some 
distance from the object  and the  film close to  the other side 
of the object. 

The quality of radiographs  from a vell-focussed beim of 
nono-energetic X-rays  is  usually  superior to that  from a  radio- 
isotope source but for compactness and ease of operation radio- 
isotope sources  are  indispensible.    Whilst compact  X-ray units 
are available,   they need auxiliary power supplies   if they  are 
to be  used with the  convenience  of radioisotope   sources trans- 
ported and used in shielding  containers.     Fairly   specific 
application areas have now emerged for  each technique with 
gama radiography being  used primarily  in remote  areas,  small 
and inaccessible places  and for  the simultaneous   exposure  of a 
ntmber of components.     For these  reasons X- and  gamma radio- 
graphy should not be compared but  should more properly be 
considered complementary. 

Although a number of artificially produced  radioisotope 
sources are  suitable  for  radiography,   in practico  three are 
used for «ost  applications.    These are  Cobalt-60,   Iridium-192 
and Caesiust-137.    The  first two can be used to cover steel   thick' 
nasses  fro« 1  to 15 cm with the added advantage  that they  can 
be »ade with high specific activities  so that the  radiation 
aource  is very snail.     The advantage of Caesiuift-137  is  its 
long half-life and medium radiation energy, making  it  eco- 
no«ical  for those applications where sharp definition is not 
the primary consideration. 

$ 5,000,-  to % 15,000,-  is  sufficient to set  up a modest 
gama-radiography unit which could be utilized for a wide 
•ranga of inspection purposes from pipelines to pressure vestals. 
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2.3 Radiation Processing 

The interaction of radiation with matter results in the 
transfer of energy to the material. This energy manifests it- 
self in the forra of heat, in effecting changes in molecular 
structure or, in the case of living organisms, as an anti- .• 
microbial characteristic. The large 'quantities of artifi- 
cially produced radioisotopes necessary to translate these 
effects into commercial processes are ncv.' available and * 
several economically viable techniques have emerged.  In some 
of these processes, where high dose rates are required and thin 
specimens have to be irradiated, particle accelerators are used. 
Because of their independence from external power supplies 
and the high penetration of their gamma radiation, Cobalt-O0 
and Caesium-137 are preferred for the majority of applications. 

2.3.1 Radiation Sterilization. 

Modern manufacturing techniques allow rapid and automated 
production of most medical devices.  In most cases, when clean 
factory conditions are available, these techniques can be ex- 
tended to include hermetic sealing of the product in foil or 
plastic.  Under these conditions, a sterilizing process which 
is capable of reducing any bacteriological contamination on the 
pre-packed article is essential and radiation offers the only 
solution. 

Simply, a radiation sterilization facility comprises a 
thick concrete shield inside which packages of medical products 
are conveyed past a high activity radioisotope source. The 
source is usually arranged in the form of rods mailing up a verti- 
cal plaque and the monorail conveyor carries sealed boxes about 
one cubic foot in volume on multiple horizontal passes around 
this source.  After receiving a previously determined radiation 
dose which is guaranteed to eliminate or reduce to an acceptable 
level any bacterial contamination, the medical products re- 
Main ••sterile" until their hermetic seal is broken. 

Radiation sterilization is the most successful application 
of large radiation sources and it has led to the development 
of medical products, such as syringes, which can be used once 
and then disposed of, so reducing or even eliminating cross- 
infection. 

A typical plant, capable of continuously processing 1.Sx 
10* pounds per year of medical products costs about $  500,000,-. 
Smaller batch facilities which can handle 200,000 pounds per 
year cost about $  100,000,-. 

2.3.2 Wood Plastic Composites. 

Wood car. be stabilized by replacing the water in the cell      #* 
walls with a non-volatile, insoluole material so that the cell 
vails remain permanently swollen and shrinkage of the wood is       t 
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reduced considerably. The molecular si 
Material must be sufficiently snail to 
the wood substance. For this reason, 1 
materials are essential for impregnatin 
always highly permeable and varies in p 
and between species. Ideally, the requ 
impregnating material which will penetr 
voids  of the wood  and which can then be 
Possible,   for» a  chemical  link kith the 

ne means of achieving this  is by using 
impregnated with  a variety of monomers 
polymerized with  gamma radiation from a 

ze of  the   impregnating 
allow penetration  into 
cv: molecular weight 
g wood,  which is  not 
ermeability both within' 
irement  is   for an 
ate uniformly into the 

made  to harden and,   if 
cellulose   in the  fibres, 
radiation.     ÌVood  is 

which  are  subsequently 
radioisotope source. 

The  specific properties  obtained  in wood-polymers  depend 
upon the wood,   the polymer and the loading  (percent weight 
increase due to  the polymer).     A general  division of physical 
properties which  are better or worse in wood plastic composites 
than in the untreated wood is  given below. 

Worse Than Original Wood 
Ntilability 

letter Than Original Wood 
Static bending 
Shear 
Hardness 
Flame retardancy 
Dimensional  stability 
Decay resistance 
Compression  strength 
Veatherability 
Machinability 
Aesthetic characteristics 
Abrasion resistance 
Acid resistance 
Insect resistance 
Impact strength. 

The cost of producing wood plastic composites varies con- 
siderably since  timber and labour cost» vary and  it is ex« 
tremai)' difficult to give accurate figures which can be gener- 
ally applied.     In Europe, one cubic metre of a soft wood treated 
with a vinylchloride/vinylacetate mixture costs  less than,  say, 
Japanese oak or Bangkok teak  but has equal,  or better,  proper- 
ties. 

Other similar techniques are rapidly being developed al- 
though they have not yet reached commercial maturity.    For 
example,  plastic  impregnated concrete can be made with a factor 
ef 2.1 improvement  in compression strength and reduced per- 
meability by 911. 

2.3.3    Curing of Paints. 
Polyester paints, when properly cured, give an excellent 

finish and are extremely durable.    Unfortunately,  these paints 
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have been difficult to cure, have a limited shelf-life and 
have a "tacky*' surface. Radiation curing eliminates all of 
these problems and several major paint companies have pro- 
duced formulations that can be cured with low closes of radi- 
ation. Electron beams front particle accelerators are used in ' 
this process because of the thin paint films and the spçcd 
required to cure painted surfaces moving along production lines. 

Compared to heat curing, where large ovens are required, 
painted plywood can be cured almost instantaneously in air at • 
ambient temperatures.  Since a chemical catalyst is not re- 
quired, the paints can be stored and bandied more easily and 
heat sensitive substrates can be coated without damage to the 
base material.  Acrylic paints can be treated in a similar 
fashion and for plain surfaces the process competes most 
favourably with heat and chemical curing. 

Electron beam »achines for treating widths of flat 
sheet up to 1.5 metres can be purchased for less than 
$  50,000,- but the process will really come into its own 
when complicated shapes, such as motor cars, can be painted 
and cured in this manner. 

2.3.4 Textiles. 

Cotton fabrics or mixtures of natural and synthetic 
fibres normally go through one or more finishing processes to 
modify their bulk or surface properties. The most common of 
these processes are crease recovery, f ] ammalili i ty, dyeabiUty, 
shrink resistance, stain and soil release and static tVi*.si- 
pation.  High energy radiation from either particle accelerators 
or radioisotope sources can be used to effect these changes 
either by crossi inking the polypier chains which n.ake up the 
fibre or by graft copolymerization of monomer«; to these chains. 

The two areas which have received the most attention by 
research workers are soil release and crease recovery or per- 
manent-press and the latter process hr»s operated coürácrcicily 
for at least four years using electron beam accelerators. 
Cotton fabrics have been treated chemically for a  number of 
years to impart crease recovery but the chemical processes 
weaken the cotton fibres in the fabric so much that they have 
to be reinforced with synthetic,fibres. The radiation processes 
on tbe other hand can be used to treat pure cotton fabrics by 
crossi inking the fibres after treatment with a monomer,  tfhilst 
the techniques involved in the radiation processes are well 
documented, very littlt is known about the process and economic 
details of the existing commercial facilities.  Widely varying 
cost estimates have been made however and these range from 
$ 0.0001 and $  0.01 per yard of material. Accelerators suitable 
for fabric treatment are available at a cost of $  40,000,- up- 
wards and a detailed cost estimate for a particular plant should 
be easily obtained. 

* 
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2.4 Radioactive Tracers 
Tb« prob!« «»as  to which radioaçtiv. tr.cerSeC.nKb,t 

•DDlied arc numerous and the teÇnniil"c*  JIT*1  ia^icallv 
USlîy numerous when considerein^^^ ^^ce, 
Quaver,  tracing consists «  J"J«J"ngeh,vcs'in the savie 
«le»ent or phase with an agent whicn nena c transp0rt 
•inner as the *attc%bf »* ^vet 'foTexwpl^  have »Sen or transformation.    Salts and dyes    ^c^nt

p
bu¿ ,radioisotop#s, 

used for »any y««»£ 'filiation    offer several characte- 
rs ^ici SK^VinÌSÌ°:ii?.bl. as tracers. 

The «e.surc.ent of radiation can be «j;/}^^^,,, 
..n.itivity so that the «oun to ft racer addc^ -   ^J^ 
under investigation is so ^J*1 •*urelBent is absolutely speei« 
tk« process.    POTtí«T,5It¿„w rïdïîtïSÏ «itttr  in the system. flc if the tracer is the only J«iation r J normally 
I* industrial¡ »y«.« .the/•Ji^îSÎSi.îStSîîin entirely out- 
• ga**«-e*it ter which »«»«J "•*/"**.     fe    ic inEtru»entatioii 
slit pipes or vessels can be used.    i;e,J**"«t of the radio- 

ictive tracer is not normally » ^f•;';*  re r<siuiiiy tviilable 

ÎÎ.ÎÏÎ . JÎSiîiS tSol i" Ptoce.. ïn*..tit.tio»». 

f. 
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3.       PRESENT  WORLD STATUS 

3.1    Instmment_atijçjr!_ 
Absolute   in.o•r>on on  the  nuoher of  i""11;*1^,^. 

oí  industri ,1   nucleón i c   in,trunentat ten „da, m al   «  ^^^" 
Spiled by .„«ion,!  health " * •"   '^ gy  ,^ » t     s  it 
is possible   to nake reliable  estimates  o    tncexn.ui. 
nuclear techniques have penetrated   into  tnaustr). 

There has been only one Htteir.pt to assess  the world- 
wide use "^radioisotope and radiation  techniques m in *££.,„ 
A survey  in.tiS.ted by  the   I^era^iona J  ,torn^  V»^«^^?!« 
i» 1963 resulted »»*J"»Ír«Unin J  fíe««?  industrie» r.nd. 
on the number of applications "unu um* ,,,-,„,  t... these 
«hen possible,  the ccci-.cn.ic nd.antares  raiting  fren the.e 
«nnlications.     Of the  countries participi•»  m this »"V«y> 
5.£ìn is  the  only one vhich still  collects  and puMisnes an 
¿Zìi report of the number of radici so t-.p,- ^d ryd.ntion «- 
¿t.llatioiis  by bulh  technique and   mdustiy   >•-> •     »• ""*  •" 
..î "p.rï'ôd Vapan's   industrial  Ercwth h.s «nt^nued and the 

Urn Xcn nucI^ríe^hX»1^   ni"  -».Í        -L^tstoîicai 
"3u'"y\he0rawriorcrnrn«1thrure1St1adïoisl;t;P!srar;c

5r0acl^1 

«i• în J«.í hîve bee" "art cularly stnr.,-:.!,  »o in con- 
"ÄJ ín.'rfi.-r..bth.r- should  b<> perhaps »«,•«-»!. j¡ 

J_Ä.  r.np^enrfnrt'annÎiÎnrfade''oniyYfl.r -¿1 c°n- 
.idlratior. of economic  and  technical   benefits.     A  comparison 
of the number of radioisotope  ..ugin*   installations  in 
March 1963 »nd March i:»/0  is given below: 

Thickness    Density    Level       other    TOTAL 
Gauges        Gauge'       Gauges _____ 

He.of devices  1963 124 21 1U 72 *70 

,   M l0,n iti 227 75«» 42* 2,041 No.of ¿«vices 1970 05« *£' 

Th.   finges  for  1963  include  the number of  instruments 
Thetigu «  IO*   *J"  ._:..i   „^ ,,.i.,«tm.»r.t hv   instrument -«ittîa  to be used   foTtrial  or adjustment by   instrument 

Kïîfacîurers    so the   increase  in usage  is  actually «ove p 
"unM      0Í*{h. 4M  unspecified types of   ¿»»««ents   ij^ 
Höre than half »re either noisture  gauges or gauges  to ««»aure 
th« sulphur  content of hydrocarbons. 

pre- 
970, 

<l>    Industrial Radioisotope Econoaics, Technical Report 
Series No.40,   IAEA, Vienna,   196$. 

C*>    Statistics on the Use of Radiation ir. Japan, FufelH»«* *f 
Japan Radioisotope Association,  lokyo. 
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Only older official figures are available for three 
ether highly industrialized countries;  France, the United 
Kingdo« and the USSR.' 

Thickness 
Gauges 

Dei 
Gai 

risity 
ige s 

Leve 
and 

1   Gau c c s 
Relays Other TOTAL 

FRAKCli   (1961) 
FRANCE   (1966) 

374 
662 

48 
172 

8S8 
1,577 

74 
107 

1,354 
2,518 

U.K.   (1961) 
U.K.   (1966) 

711 982 300 

1S.0Ô0 

30 

64 

2,030 
(4,000)* 

USSR 1961-65 1,054 1 ,314 20,432 

Estimate. 

More than 30 factories are producing nucleonic  instruments 
for industrial purposes,     ly totalling  the number of  gauges 
produced by those companies  prepared to release  the  information 
and comparing it with  the  old,  but official, statistics from 
different countries,  it is possible to deduce with reasonable 
certainty the minimum number at  least  of different classes of 
instruments. 

There are certainly more than 40,000  thickness  gauges  in 
use in the manufacturing  industries.     The  largest single user 
Is the paper industry,  followed by the plastics and metili 
industrier.    These gauges are now installed as a routine within 
these and other industries and the trend  is towards more sophisti- 
cated systems with computer  interprétâticn of the detector out- 
rut with subsequent automatic process  control.     This   figure 
ncludes coating  thickness  gauges which number only a  f«w 

thousand, but the  introduction of radioisotope X-ray   fluoies- 
cence has opened up a  large new Market  in  the metal   coating 
Industries.    The majority of these measurements were  previously 
only possible through the use of destructive techniques and the 
moxt few years will see hundreds and possibly thousands of 
these new gauges  in use in either a portable or an on-liife 
form. 

More than 20,000 density gauges are  installed,  principally 
im til« tobacco,  chemical, petroleum or construction  industries. 
lota transmission gauges are used almost exclusively  in cigarette 
manufacture and are an integnl  part of the manufacturing 
machinery.    Gamma transmission density gauges are normally 
mounted externally on pipelines or vessels  to monitor and control 
liquid product! or slurries.    A large  number of portable density 
gauges, operating on the principle of backscattered electro- 

I magnetic radiation, is used to measure the bulk density of soil 
• wmen compaction in road or dam construction is necessary. 
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Close   to 50,000   level   gauges   and  switches   can be 
accounted  for.    7he  main uses  are  on  j:rgc  vessels or 
hoppers  where  internally »nounted   devices would   soon be 
damaged,   and gamma   transmission   is  oxrlusi voly   employed. 
Level controls using   beta partiel*.-  absorption  arc widely 
used to monitor the  contents of  pack.-vu materials such'as 
drugs»   foodstuffs,  heverai.es  and   soap powders. 

Elemental analysis by the  preferential   absorption of 
breasstrahlung radiation is confined  to the measurement  of 
sulphur  or   lead in hydrocarbons.     Radioisotope  X-ray   fluor- 
escence   is   used primarily in mineral  ¿rulysls,   especially   in 
ort assessment.    Although these   techniques   are   spreading, 
only about   1,500  instruments of   these  types  are  known to  be 
routinely used. 

S-2   fUdiojraphy 

Camma  radiography  H a widespread and accepted method 
In non-destructive  testing.    The   technique   is  used almost 
exclusively   for the  examination of metal  castings, machined 
•etti parts  and welds  on pipelines or pressure vessels. 
It is therefore employed in circonstances  where  the  future 
use of  the  object under  inspection could be  hazardous   if 
flaws are  present  and   it is a lato s t always   accompanied by   a 
certificate  of testing.     In the  ncchsnical   engineering   industry, 
where  large  numbers  of parts are  produced,   it  is an impossible 
task to  inspect every  product.     Spot-checks  or  statistically 
applied  schemes are used to nain tain quality and %zrmr>   radio- 
graphy   is   the standard test method. 

The  great majority of radiography  sources  are either 
Iridium-192   or Cobalt-60.    The   foriaer ha»  a  half-life  of 
only 70 days but the  eneipy of  its radiation na Ves it   suit- 
able for the examination of pipes and pressure  vessels  and it 
is the m>ost   favoured   source.     Cobalt-60 ha*  a   longer half-lift, 
S.3 years,   and it   is  most suitable  for thicker siotal   sections. 
Because of  the need to  replenish  these sources   after  2 or 
J half-lives,  it  is  difficult  to   arrive at  a  figure  for   the 
total number in use  at  any one  time.    Neither the nurober of 
radiography  sources  produced nor  the number of  containers 
manufactured for these  sources  gives an accurate indication. 

There  are numerous private   service cowptnies carrying 
out contractual  inspection of pipelines,  vessels, etc.,  where 
an independent check   is desirable.    Central   Governmental   ñt 
seni-Governmental   institutes perform a similar  function.     Thtst 
organizations usually possess  large numbers  of  radiographic 
sources  which they use  together  with other  non-destructive 
methods.     On the other hand,  there  is an equally large number 
ef single users;    inspecting their.own products.    The extent 
of usage of  the technique continues  to expand,   particularly 
as Innovations are  introduced,   such as the crawler which moves 
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remotely through pipelines »»king radiographs   ft each welded 
joint.     For example,   Japan  reported  that   16S   radioisotope 
sources weTc used   for radiography  in 1963.     This figure  had 
increased  to  514   in   1970.     It   seems  reasonable, on  Mi*  evi- 
dence  available,   to  ostinate  that about  15,000  radiographie 
sources are currently  in use. 

3.3    ftadiation Processing 

Although several  processes  employ hi«h 'Joses of  radiation 
fro« either radioisotopes  or particle accelerator«,   omy  the 
radiation sterilisation of medical  product-  has won  universal 
acceptance.    Nearly  40 plants,   ranging  fro»  little more   than 
laboratory systems  to very  larp.e  facilities  ^re treating 
packaged nedical   supplies  for  commercial   purposes.     The  con- 
venience of this   technique  and   its  economic  justification have 
resulted  in its acceptance  as   the method  cf sterilization for 
• wide  range of products,  particularly heat-scnsitiv   articles, 
and the number of  large plants  is growing   it  «rate  of  *»•\ 
10 »er year.     In countries  such as Australia,   the U.K.   and tne 
U.S A.,  almost  1001  of sutures  and disposable   syringe*   ire 
sterilixed in this  manner and the technique  is beginning to gain 
acceptance in developing countries.     Little or no  research is 
needed before applying this well-V.novn technology to established 
manufacturing processes. 

Large commercial  facilities  for the   routine production of 
wood-plastic composites nimber only six,  but   there  arc »any 
service  facilities  producing  specific itc«s  on request.     The  con- 
•ercial  application of this  technique is  not   straighttorward 
at it depends on  the raw materials available.     Whilst  the radi- 
ation part of the  process   is  not difficult  to handle,  the impreg- 
nation techniques  employed  for different   species of timber vary 
considerably and product uniformity  is  sometimes difficult to 
achieve.     The  range of suitable monomers   i»  quite restricted and 
well-known but  their availability and cost  is an inhibiting factor 
in the exploitation of wood plastic composites.    Even when 
locally produced monomers are  used in the U.S.A.,   for example, 
they account for more than half the cost  of  the product.    However, 
• ematina t ion of  the use of  fillers and pTe-irradiation of the 
monomer promise  to make the  technique very attractive  in the 
near future and  its  importance  in the developing countries to 

construction materials  should not be   ignored. 

Similarly,   there are only three known commercial   installa- 
tiens of particle  accelerators  to   curs   paint coatings  on such 
thine«  as wood,  plastics  and  steel.    The   resulting  proauct has  a 
much tout her bond between the  paint and  the base material and 
this makes painted wood,  say,   ideally suited as an outdoor con- 
struction material.     Rapidly curco paint* on  tlat  wetat  surfaces 
fer household appliances such  as rei**f,«ratoTs and washing machines 
certainly have advantages over the r.orc  usual heat  curing tech- 
alejues whilst the bonding achieved betten acTylic  paints and 
plastic lueatrates  is unique to radiation processing.    Comercial 

« 
v> 
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u-\A H«t-k bv the slow develop««"* oí 
exploitation ha» *•«• h«lj >£^J  ,cvcwl  countries are 

î^înl%rm, ^hnfnui » . ~.». of  IW-fn*t>». «*«- 
tignai .«thods. of the 

Table  S.S.I,  although ~YlS.Í*  i» ££"»* i» different 
fll|< of f.diation ^chnique» alJJJíJ *» fabrics   i.  dore  at 
Itale» •« developed.     The u    l•"*^,^ SOVeral other 
îhe iraient time only  in  th!t' :r t^hniqucL    The  doping of 
î^ntriai have developed »^^^neìy by about sir. oí the 
.«^-conductor*  i* ""i!* !ÏÎ0Î;

U
O£ ?lastic 'fil"» *»d ío*"¡* 

lîjor —»«•et»"»  J^e* V
th
re r enhínced properties by »can 

U everyday »**»!« ou$ other technique, are in J*%f"ot plti 

;íaA ";irT.reTf r/eration nro^e, to ~*e the- 
iuîtcUvo i» the near future. 

fAHE  S.S.1 

IimmiAL CHEHICAi FtDCBSSBS US1HG «AD1ATIW 

Otaiical »roce»» 
Location 

Polyethyl«*« 111« 

Polyethylen« ©*i«« 

plastic fwlda* pa*** 

Polyethylen© I©«« 

Polyethylen« wir© 
coverial 
Natural rubber lata* 

G.».T.l ««tri« 0>W C0"-"CU1 , A«'1'Talrr 

Sumitomo Electric 
(Japan) and several 
others 
U.R. Grace (USA) and 
several othera 

Uni©« Carbide (USA) 

layche» (USA) 

Toy© layon 
§efci»ui Cheaical 
(Japan) 
Several (USA, France, 
Japan, USSR, otc) 
Saclay (France) 

Comercial ' Accelerator 

Coaaiercial \ Accelerator 

Designing    ; Co-60 
pi ant \ 
Comercial ! Accelerate* 
Cowiercial ! Accelerato. 

Coiawerclal i Accelerator 
Cotaiercial . Accelerator 

Pilot Accelarator 
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TA8LE S.3.1   (cont'd) 

Chemical   process U'jal i :>n Status Source 

,   Oow  Chôment   (LISA) 

i   Electrical  C<<:.immi• 
cat 1 on  Lai/or.-tory 

.   (Japan) 

;   Taka.sr-\i   Research 
'   E*t«ibl.Í5ÍM : nt 
!   (Jipan) 
1 :   Takasoki   Research 
I   nstaliHsîii-'.ciît 
!   (Japan) 

;   Dow Chemical   (ÖS O 

ri lot 

Pilo 

Pilot 

! Pilot 

' Pilot 

Accelerato! 

Co-60 

Graft copolymeri¿ition 

Polyethylene with 3crylic 
•cid 

Polyethylene vith 
butadiene 

Polyethylene with 
butadiene and atyrene 

Polyvinylchloride with 
butadiene 

Polyvinylchloride vKh 
ityrene • j 

Polyester and cotton blend I i 
fabric with vinyl monomer       Detriti;;-Mil likenS'OSA)  Commercial. Accelcratcr 

Polyestci   and cotton blend    Burl -»n.F.ion  Industries ! 
fabric with vinyl mononvr       (USA) Courcicrcial    Accclerntrr 

Co-60 

Co-60 

Co-60 

Cellulosic  fiber with 
»tyrene 

Polyethylene  filma with 
vinyl monomers 

Tal;«i.i-..iV:i.  Research 
Estât: I i:»hmeni 
(Japan) 

Sekisui  Chenical 
(Japan) 

Pilot 

Pilot 

Accelero! 

Accelerato! 

PolvaerUation 

Ethylene 

Ethylene, vinyl 
compounds 

Trioxane 

Biookhaven Nation.] Pilot              ¡ 
Laboratory   (USA) • 

Takasaki   Re«earch Pilot             , 
Establishment   (Jap.) 
and  several   others 
(USSR,   France,   Italy) j 

Farbwerke Hoechst Experimental 

Co-60 

Co-60 

(Fed.Pep.of Germany) 

H.fr.N.r.C   (France)     Pilot 

Takasaki  Research 
Establishment  (Jap.)¡Pilot 
 Ì  

Co «60 

X-rays 

Accelerator 
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Chtmical process Locati on Status   j  Source 

''fc 1lracri¿ation Cconl 'd) 
Co.i'-inß, polyesters with 
:•*•) reuc and acrylics 

Polyesters in glass 
- j.bre laminate 

Vooci-plastics co»bination 

t 

Radiation Dynamics  I Commercial . Accelerator 
(USA)     '        i 

Ford Motor (USA)    Commercial 

Chemical» 

Br oni nation of hydro- 
carbons (ethyl broaide) 

Sulfoxidation of hydro- 
carbons (SAS) 

Ch3orinatici* of hydre- 
c«ii bon*"» 

^hloï illation of benzene 
(bBC) 

Oxidation of paraffin 

Oxidation of benzene 
in aqueous solution 

Cracking of hydro- 
carbons 

American Novawood 
(USA) Commercial 

Lockheed-Georgia 
(USA) Filet 

Accelorator 

Co -60 

I 
Co-60 

Gamma Process (USA)  Commercial  Co-60 

At1antic Richfield 
(USA) Commercial ¡ Co-60 

Radiation Mp.chinsry I 
(USA) ; Commercial ; Co-60 

Nuclear Materials & i 
Equipment (USA) Commercial ; Co-60 

Dow Chemical (USA)  wcmmcr:ial ¡ Co-60 

: i  • 
! Co-60 ESSO Research   (USA!     Pilot 

Takasaki Research 
Establishment   (Jap.)   V;lot 

Wantage  -   UK/VIiA ;Experi - 
i rental 

(Rumania) 

Takasaki Research  ;Hxperi- 
Establishment (Jap.)\ mental 

Institute of Petro- ! Pilot 
leu» and Chemical  | 
Synthesis (USSR)   ¡ 

» 

^o-60 

Co-60 

i Industrial Co-60 
t .. 

Co-60 

Accelerator 

I 
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3.4 Radioactive Tracers 

The exact number of tracer tests performed annually is im- 
Îossible to define. The many techniques arc in widespread use , 
n industrial research laboratories, particularly in the chemi- 
cal and metallurgical industries, and most of the large indu- 
strial concerns have either their own special department to 
employ the techniques or they have personnel trained in their 
lite.  National atomic energy organizations invariably have a 
group of people specializing in industrial tracing and giving 
• service to their country's industry.  In the U.K., more than 
200 industrial establishments use radioactive tracers for dif- 
férant investigations whilst the figure for Japan is greater 
than 100. 

Only 10 years ago, almost each individual use of a radio- 
active tracer in a plant investigation was fully reported in the 
scientific literature.  Nowadays this type of investigation is 
rarely publicized although the number of such tests has increased 
significantly. This can be attributed to the fact that the tech- 
niques are routine, well-known and accepted as such by the 
scientific and engineering community. 

It is difficult to differentiate between research appli- 
cations and process control applications although full-scale 
plant investigations have the biggest impact. These include 
studies of material transport, the determination of volumes 
and optimum mixing times, the location of leaks and obstruc- 
tions and the dispersion of effluent in rivers, lakes or oceans. 
Although the successful exploitation of these techniques is a 
function of individual enthusiasm and competence, they make a 
significant, contribution to plant efficiency and product 
quality throughout the world. 

K 
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4.       BRANCH  INDUSTRIES 

4.1    General 
Radioisotop  techniques arc veil  established  in  all 

brancnefof^dLtry .nAeç.use of  the  larSo  number  o    g  ¡; 

"'i0"5, ìl ÎVIrîA    ndistr"    " La  ràdiosr.phy  coulAc. applied  m a paiticuiar  1IKUJU-Y'   .       ,„-'--,-,-,•••;,•.  ,MI,M-V   industry 
and perhaps  is,   applied  to   inspection   ,r«.,^   in/AV-rc       Its 
and for this reason  it  is  not  dealt with   *n  detail   .wie. 
usage  is necessary and obvious. 

The proponents  of  radioisotope  u*d,;e   stres*  the  economic 
advantages  to be   gained although   intanßibie  be^iits  such a 
improvements  in product  quality and   increased  "¿cty   t    »    J 
îpeïïed products1 are probably nune   -portant.     The basis  for 
these  economic benefits   is as  follows: 

fai     Savin? of raw material.     Many  sheet materials  suchas 
l*J     P.fvtrh-ìLi-ri—_ zrrrr     *<-r       in>  sold by  area  ana 

steel,   alumTñium nasties,  glass,   e.c,   1;^;^°^  ¡\.  Vivin«  pro- 
both  ¿he manufacturer and consumer   are   in» ei cs.ed  • *;£"l| £• 
ducts  which conform to very close  toHrances       H ickness gauge. 
can perform the measurements which  result   in closer  *°/^:in5e 

cSïtrol  and hence  raw material   savings.     Paper,  on the other 
S.Î5     is  sold by weicht but a uniform product   is very  desir- 
MÌ'and oí índLect'benefit to the manufacturer who  might  sell 
more because of  this. 

(b)     Reduction of rejects,.    Out-of-tolerance products  are 
inmaiy caleTlïnTa-rêiiri^^ToLher cases   they  are  so ut      M 
It reprocessed.      In starting a production  run  f  **  ^^C„ 
Vo reSch a target  product   thickness,   say,   in ^ ^^^  ^ - 
«rte*4hle      An accurate,   rapid ana  conunuou:»  non «..i.^uv^ 
Ee"«urem«nteli^inatesW need for ti-c-conso-.ng *..pli.ij. 

fcl    Reduced labour  coita.     Better product control and 
,„„!' .fflclcncy  increases output per man-i.our.    AutoR.-iti«. 
IrlCs, ÎÎSÛÏ  can also reduce Sanpowct  requä r«.ent.. 

ime Veasurenents per- 
or~vês5cls  eliminates or re- 
neccssitv of shutting down a 

(d)     Reduction in p.lMtJldow 
formed froîTtKc  outside oi pipes 
duces  to an absolute minimura the 
continuously operating plant  to trace taults. 

Tfc. hanefits above are not exclusive  to radioactive  i^utope 

consideri^ SS ES.ii"f radioisotope and  radiation technics 
on different industries. 

The ootential user will probably benefit most by earning 
n* thl different applications within his  own industry.    A classi- 
5Î.ÎÏÎ«« haïïd on industry has therefore been used with particular 
fication J"J^°2ai3fïîturing industries.     Table 4.1.1  summarises 
emphasis on the ^nafacturing •° dii    t        instruments  in the 

SîfAŒ^^ -vers radioactive tracer 

applications. 
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TABLE 4.1.1 

APPLICATIONS OF RADIOISOTOPE INSTRUMENTS 
ACCORDING TO INDUSTRY 

(Cameron, J.F., Industrial Radioisotope Economics. 
Technical Report Scries No.40, IAEA Vienna, 1965 - updated) 

Industry Type of 
gauge 

Agriculture 

Forestry 
and 
fishing 

T 

0 

L 

A 

Mining 
emú 
quarrying 

Applications 

Miss per unit are« of leaves in studies 
of water economy and balance in plants 

Silage;  standing trees and structu- 
ral timbers;  vegetable products; 
permeability measurements of unsatu- 
rated columns of soil in the labora- 
tory;  density variations in cores 
fro» trees and in extraction of resin; 
control of moisture content of veneers 

Grain level in silos and wells 

Moisture content of grain and living 
trees;  density-moisture gauges in 
studies of water balance; water 
storage capacities of soils;  évapo- 
transpiration; effect of crops on 
moisture profile;  effects ci  ferti- 
liser, soil composition and irriga- 
tion on crop yields; water Movement 
and irrigation practice 

Gam«a backscatter gauge to measure 
the thickness of residual coal layer 
on floor and roof during automatic 
coal cutting 

Slurries in ore processing plants 
and in grinding mills. Transport 
of coal, ores and sand by hydraulic, 
pneumatic and conveyor-belt systems. 
Gamma backscatter gauges ara in use 
to obtain inventory of coal stocks 

Switches for mine cars, hoppers, con- 
veyor belts, storage bins.  Counting 
and controlling movement of wagons 

Coal-ash measurement for washery con- 
trol and coal blending operations; 
analysis of ores in mining and pro- 
cessing. Analysis of mine gases 

T • thickness and mass per unit area; D » 
(including package monitors and switches); 
coating thickness (including moisture); M 
(pressure gauges, torquemeters. etcì 

density; L - level 
A * analysis and 

• miscellaneous 



TAILI 4.1.1  (cont'd) 

24- 

Induatry typ* ** 
gauge 

Manufacturing 
industri«» 
Food 
and 
beverage» 

Textile« 

Applications 

f 

Foods in sheet for» such as dough 
for biscuits and cakes before 
»•king, chocolate, cheese, »eat 
products, chewing gum, etc. 

Liquid foods in evaporators (fish, 
»oat, fruit juice, tomato piste, 
syrup, condensed milk), raw washed 
sugar in «elting vessels, sugar 
solution, milk of li»e; f«t con- 
tout of ice crea»; »ass flow of, 
for example, sugar 
Package monitors for controlling con- 
tants (soup, »eat, beans, coffee, 
boor) of cans, bottles, packets; 
counting containers 

Level gauges on silos, hoppers, 
storage vessels, process vessels, 
e.g. limestone and coke in li»« for 
•ttgar refining;  chemicals used in 
processing foods; grain, sugar 
Wet, separation of fat from pro- 
tola; evaporated grain syrup (whisky 
«•»»facture) 
Moisture content of lactose;  K a» 
Indication of Iran »eat content of 
carcases. Analysis of foods 

Monitoring and controlling tobacco 
••eking in cigarettes 

Control of coating and impregnation 
frocoases in production of cellulose 
abrics, tufted carpets, leath«rcloth, 
tyro fabric, artificial leather, 
linoleum, adhesive and abrasive cloth. 
Control of warpknit fabrics in heat 
totting; thread mass per unit length; 
Slck-up of moisture and extent of 
rying; wear of fabrics and garments 

Poly»«r solutions and synthetic yarn 
solution» before spinning 

Contents of process vessels, e.g. 
viscose fabric in dissolverà; fabric 
in steam chamber» 
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TAtll 4.1.1  (cont'd) 

Industry Typ« of 
g auge 

Hood 
and 
cork 

Applications 

and 

product» 

i 
1 

D 

I 

A 

«Tinting» A 
pubiithing 

Plywood, chipboard, veneers,  moisture 
and   vesin content of wood 

Paper  of all   qualities  and  thickm sses 
papcrboard,   pulp;  "bone-dry" weir.ht   of 
pap^r when combined with a  dielectric 
gauge;   studios  of paper  formation. 
Control of  coating and  impregnation 
processes,   fc.g.   polyethylene on paper, 
guasr.od paper,   laminated plastics 
Process fluids   including  lacquer and 
slurries of   calcium hydroxide, clay, 
clay-starch   und   liise.     Pulp at  the 
input of a paper -making machine 
Storage ami  process vessels,  e.g. 
wood chips   in prehenters;   Pulp and 
chlorine in  bleaching  towers 
Paper  leachir.* 

industrias 

Thickness of bi-notallic castü  for 
offset printing,  stereotypes  and 
printing plates;  thickness  of  ink 
and coatings  on paper . 

HfNr 
products 

Caoaicals 

products 

Rubber sheet,  foam rubber.   Rubber 
sheet  on calenders;  rubber  coated or 
impregnated material such as  tyre 
cords,  floor  covering;  tyro wear 
Latex solution used to »aka  foam rubber 
Products and processed materials  in 
storage ; transport and process vessels 

Plastic fil« froa extruders; plastic- 
coated paper and fabrics;   laainated 
products; wall  thickness of plastic 
tubes and bottles;    wall   thickness of 
pipes and tanks» in chemical plant 
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TAILE 4.1.1  (cont'd) 

Industry Tyo« of 
gauge 

Che»icalf 
and 
chemical 
product» 
(cont • d) 

Product» f>f 
•etrolouai 
•»4 coal 

T 

Application» 

Many products and process solutions 
such as milV: of line, hot brine, 
organic materials, acids, alkalies, 
detergents; to control solvent ex- 
traction, blending, distillation, 
evaporation ana the input to »pray 
dryers 

Level gauges on many product and 
process materials (e.g. acids, carbon- 
dioxide, sulphur dioxide, methanol, 
ammonia, asphalt, coal, roke, lime, 
cement, plasties, catalysts) in 
storage and process vessels; checking 
operation of distillation columns. 
Package monitors ort products such as 
»oap powder, detergents, aspirins, 
toothpaste, cosmetic» 

Moisture content of products such a» 
detergents; chlorine content of chlor- 
inated hydrocarbon»; potassium content 
of fertiliiers; reain to gla*» radio 
of gla»s-epoxy Materials; concentration 
of uranium and plutonium in solution 

Aiphalt impr@2nÄt*d products (roofing 
paper and shingles) 

Interface detection in pipeline pumping 
operations; catalyst in cracking unit»; 
•mount of catalyst in oil; fîuidiied 
catalytic processe» 

Coke level in continuous coking unit; 
interface location (e.g. kerosene to 
water); alignment of coke guide and 
coke car when pushing coke from even»; 
hydrocarbons on trays in distillation 
columns; level of butane and propane 
in cylinder»; hot oil in melting tanks; 
»any other raw materials and products 
in storage and procès» ve»»el» 

S, Co, Po, N, 0 and CI and P content 
and ca?oon/hydrogan ratio of petroleum 
products; boron in ooron compounds, 
listure content 
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TAILE «.1,1   (cont'd) 

Industry 

*o A-«stallie 
•antral 
products 

Type ©£ 
gauge 

SfttlC 
Mtl!l 

Appi¿cationi 

Paper and textile*  coated with nb- 
rasives;   f:lass  sheet;   glass  and as- 
bestos  fibres;     asbeUcs-cement sheet* 
slate;   »election of refractory brickf 

Sand,  line,  cenent;  asbestos-ceti^nt 
slurries used  in making pipes  and 
shingles;   li:>t<?-aud  slurries  fcedia- 
te ike  kilnr. ;  ci*y slurries   in cement 
nanufacttire;   refractory brick« 
Molten  glnss   in furnaces;   silt   in 
silt basins;   ?.mû,  clay,   cement; 
switches  control  cutting of glass 
sheets 
Class/resin ratio in fibre glass; 
hero», potassium, lead, selenlwu. 
IN glasse»; boron in a variety of 
for««»;  potarsiu:i in ore* 

Pipe* in  ingot 
shaet motal,   t 
sortin?;  wear 
thickness of  p 

Powdered and  s 
ling plant 
Charge in capo 
liquid Metal i 
load level in 
furnaces; dust 
clfltators; coa 
storace- bunker 
vessels 

h\  iiot- and cold-rolled 
ubes  and rods;   st««el 
Oí   iurnace walls;  kf.il 
ipes,  tanks 

lurried &rcs in preces- 

la of blast furnaces; 
r. crucibles and rculds; 
electrothermal   kilns aad 

in electrostatic pre- 
1, coke and oras  in 
i, hoppers and process 

Elemental composition ©f nata Hie ores 
and furnace pielts;  noj»ture content ef 
foundry sand» orea  fer sinterini, »lisi 
furnice coke;  corpesition of exhaust 
gases fro« fyrnacas 

Density and temperature of exhaust 
gases 
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TABU 4.1.1   (cont'd) 

Indu»try Type of 
gauge Applications 

»total 
products 

Machinery 

L 

L 
A 

Coated and laminated metal products; 
bolts, collapsible tubes 

Detonating fuse 

Alignment of critical parts in 
«••unition 

Sheet material used in Machinery such 
as strip metal, coated and impreg- 
nated paper» and textiles» rubber 
and plastic sheet; condenser paper, 
Corous rubber sheet and platos fur 
atteries 

Rubber latex; 
batteries 

sulphuric acid for 

See basic metals 

Thickness of coatings or platings ©n 
components 

Transport 

§ 
A 

Mi scoi lama««» 

Sorting of rheet materials used in 
transport equipment such as steel fci 
car bodies and ship» bulls, leather 
cloth and other plastics for uo- 
holstery and tube:»; plastic-coated 
radomes; thickness of cooling pas- 
sages in turbines; engine wear re- 
search; wear of missile nose cones 

Product» used in transport equipment 

Products used in transport équipaient t 
e.g. S and Pb in H/C, metals 

Tachometer; altimeters; reter-stator 
movement; location of tools 

Photographie emulsion; photographic 
base paper; coat log of precious metal 
in jewellery 
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TAUE  4.1.1   (cont'dj 

Industry 

lity 
service» 

Type  of    ¡ 
gauge       ! 

Construction 

Electricity 
gas» «rate? 
•JHÍ 
»enitery 
services 

Transport 
»toragt and 
co—unication 

D 

i 

Ï 

i) 

M 

A 

N 

M 

Application» 

Suction  dredging;   nrphiilt;  ccwent- 
stabili-3d  soils;   backfilling of 
trenches;   concrete;   location of re- 
inforcing bars;  évaluation of effi- 
ciency of concrete vibrators-  and 
cen^roî   optirusi vibration  time;  in- 
spection oí holln* concreta columns ; 
fluidi zed  coal 
Fil 3 inf.  of w.-sgon»  and tank car»;  sand 
fine cciáent  in'hoppers, mixers, 
crushers,  furnaces 
Soil density and noisture gau2@s  in 
constructing! buildings,  d»»s,  road;;, 
airfi«?ds; concrete 

Pipe», boiler tubes, hoppers;  soot 
Jrpor.it ion 
\v,ter contewc  ©f snow;   %i*.ifgc slrJ;;e; 
»ass flow of  CCäI ,  coke;   re^etrch on 
iteaw/v.ater rrtio»; coal  in steek- 
p*3 es 
»lockages in ducts conveying ****•.*«*re' 
coal to furnaces; coal and cok* in 
hopper j», vagoli*, conveyer bel**; 
water In boilevs 

Ash con tont of coal in furnace feed«; 

Clearance batveen turbine biade*; 
direction awl velocity of flow in 
boiler tubes; location of water and 
gas lcahs 

Suspended »«dirent concentration and 
density of »edirent deposited in 
oceans, lakes and da»s 

Ancient coins, relics; oineral content 
wf bone 

Altiaeters 
  „.,.., ,    •< •••....    - * » -11..»., i 

t     Suction dfedging 
Control of trains 

Ì 
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TA»).E   4.1.? 

APPLICATIONS  Or  RADICACI Î\T   TilAŒPS 
ACCORDINO  TO  INPi'S'fRY 

(Bewick,  C.I.,   Radioisotope  Tracers   *n   Industry   r.i.d Geophysics,    ^ 
  SH/FUB/142,   IAEA, VieimfLi—ii-'AZJ.  

Type of 
Industry 

Agriculture, 
forestry and 
fishing 

Mining a*4 
quarrying 

food sué 
»•v*iag«a 

application 
HP I j C S i. i 011Ü 

MT 

Vol. 
LU 

se 
v 

M 

LO 

T 

HT 

¥}í<\!  rater-   Jr.   irr.! r.ati oa  studies; 
wati r r.nV'.uTìt   vr.iì  'ater  balance 
sti:J. < ova '•?;.T-c-pi rat i^n   rites; 
effects'«-'   fiftiluci,   soil   compo- 
sition  anJ   inu'oHon  on crop  >kslds; 
pûî ;..>. nuvumcnt 

Water   rioragj  rapacity  of  soil* 

Trrigi-tio;i canal:-   nr.d  pipev 

Visit v   ute  in river*  and seas 

AiT »nvencnt   during  hay  dry inj* 

V(:o( i'.y of  solid«   in  su H pens ion i 
fî«r.i*. ion -tu«nös  in »incr?.l  pro* 
Of»Sï ll:í. 

Ito»*)¡¿ci int ion of  dry materials 

"#att. •   ic^'J/c  in wines;   un¿cr- 
t rcujw ¿ ''• * * í i ca t i on 
Air  rovt-'K'nt   in is in? s 

Ideati r •••TV,  RíIüC  cars;   locution of 
uncrpìoUci   r.iarçes 
Pipeline  in h-/..iroti'»i>>-po. i'atlon; 
lubrica«?  fu* rechine  co;i;»onent 
.Studie? ;   frlrdiiig  hull» 

Wa-ihU¿ ciiitk'iv-y  Studie»;   trina- 
ièr oí  ecu «minilit*   und iddlt^vcü 
freía vrtppingî,  tin»,   »te.-   flew 
pattern:-  in  sugar   »insiders 

Efficientv  of f«>o4 Mixora; distri- 
feutiou oi  vitamins,   fats,  addU- 
tivis  and «linor constituents  iu 
foodstuff> 

Ut • aattrlal transport; M - aúxing st«*¿i ^    Vol.  - éotorjinnUo* 
ti roluaU* U> •  Wak detection; EO - offrent dispersion; V • md- 
lation; L • labelling; If - «••* and corrosion. 
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TAILE 4.1.2   (cont'd) 

Industry Typ« of        I 
i application    ; 

Pood and bev«r- , 
ages  (cont'd) 

Vol. 

LD 

Toaacco N 

Ttitllmt m 

Maod and cork HT 

M 
V 

ful», papar 
•ai papar 
product» 

NT 

Applications 

Sucrose content of sugar beet; 
water content of food pulps 

Storage tanks for beer and wine 

Factory waste in rivers and seas 

Air movement in storage rooms and 
factories;  air filter testing 

Identification of wines by activ- 
adle tracers 

Saucing efficiency in raw tobacco 
preparation 

Air movement in storage rooms 

Residence times of fibres and 
viscore; washing efficiency 
%tuc!ies; flow patterns in process 
vessels 

Dye ün.* COÎCMT distribution studio 
distribution of lubricar.is on 
artificial silk, nylon and rayen, 
distribution of wool fibres daring 
carding 

fear of fibres 

Impregnation studies with fungi- 
cides 

Distribution of glue in laminates 

fear ©f wood-cutting tools 

Flow rata of water, cooking liouors 
rnilp, chemicals, effluent and fibre: 
movement of chips in continuous 
digestori; concentration dynamics 
i» bleaching towers; flow patterns 
ia procès* vessels and on paper 
••chinas 
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TABLE  4.1.2   (cont'd) 

Industry Type of 
application 

Pulp,  paper 
and paper 
products 
(cont'd) 

Printing, 
publishing and ¡ 
applied industries 

Rubbar producta 

Clieaicals «fid 
chemical 
products 

Products of 
patrol«uà and 
coal ; 

Î 

M 

ED 

If 

KT 

M 

m 

m 

M 

Vol. 

L 

« 

Appi ic-"»tiens 

Fibre clistr ' butien étudies 

^î.i;tc  dilution   studies 
Abrasivomess of   filler and   fibrous 
flute/.: Ms ,   e.ç.   a:,bestc:> 

Transfer  oí  printing   ink 
»enetriition and distribution 
of printing   ink 

Residence   times   and  flow patterns 
in  cxtiudc.:»;  rr* ncabil ity of 
gate?   and   liquids through  plastic 
and vi¡icí»ni;-.cd waterialf 
fóixinp of  carbon  black,   zinc oxida 
«nid other  pigri* ut s  und  fille»» 
arid  di^ f rihiií-' o-\  in   final   products 
by using  autoradiography 
Two M car 

Ho    rnttìs»   flow naíterns  aro 
TCt-.a-ion   w¿r»(s   jf   gases,   l'.uvids 
*nU  r.ol-'ds;     oiualyst   Joss, effi- 
cjenc.)   :;nd poi .¡<uing;   enrry-ovor 
and re-cirr>.'latic<n  in  process 
vessels. 
Mixing and blending  of  gases, 
liquidi  ani solids 
Cooling water;   gases  and  liquids 
in circuìati.ng  systews 

Heat exchangers, double-vallad 
process ves&els,  underground 
distribution  liner»,  pressurized 
containers  during storag« 
dilution of vastes  in rivers and 
s«as 
Go-devil  location 
Corrosio;i of tanks  and proctss 
vessels 
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TAW.E 4.1.2  (cont'd) 

I        Type of 
Industry     ;    appiiCâtiop 

Non-»etallie 
mineral 
products 

Basic Mtals 

Matal products 

I 

Machinery 

MY 

M 

L 

HT 

Vol 
L 

Appi « enlions 

ITT 

I 
« 

Iff 

Haor,-;io:i,   t;:
f'rihit..on(   r«- 

ciL.u.r-..- .,   :md   r-o"'  vettern* 
in   rotary  ;.ijr,¡,   loi   cement ; 
etc 
rotai v  l i l.<\--> ;   o 

f .-e"   and  in 
LO in of  inclu- 
flow patterns  in s Jons   :• i>  \ lu : '• , 

g la;, s   ''.iviU'-e^   and  tanks 

•'ort land   rcrxnt   concrete  and 
bituuùr.ons   concrete;   additives 
in  e onci etc 
Concrete  for partícula*  mix 
i ¡lent '.J ic Lion 
Grind'.i';r. I). Us in cement mi" Is; 
refree.U;/ V'ninns i» Slass *ur 

nrv'.'b,   ecii'osion of  glass 

fumions 
pattern.   i> 

of  r.h.irKcs   in blast. 
•¿m.   vetucity and  flow 

flow 
...  i   . 1  _! 

ûiUi 

I ) 

i u maces; 
•.: y¿-.,. terns  of 

\iouid-«olid   inter- no t *   .- 
LAC   studi  -i-,   o-igín  of   inciu- 

dc, o . v • > i 11 o r.  s indie s  e f r» 
orear exchange ruction studi"*, 
e. ì» . ' i -, ni V.. -.ween si »F, »^ EC l a ' 

Distrin.'cjon of alloying compon- 
ents; elements distribution 
Studie.;, e.g. tunkten and cobait 
in steel 

Slag nid metal melts 

Special nelts 

ílow oí eterni in aluminium 
casting: -, plating studies 

Joints in wire drawing 

Corrosion of tanks, ete. 

Rate of build-up of deposit* **d 
combustion efficiency in internal 
combustion engines; flow rates in 
cooling systems; filter «fficiency 
for gases and aerosols 
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TABIE 4.1.2 (cont'd) 

Industry 

Machinery 
(cont'd) 

Transport 
tquipaent 

Niscellanaou* 

Type of 
application 

Electricity,  ¡ 
gas» water and 
sanitary services 

L 

If 

MT 

N 

LD 

V 

L 

NT 

N 

u> 

L 

w 

NT 

141 

SD 

V 

Applications 

Machine pirts, e.g.turbine blades 

Machine parts, e.£. gears, bearings, , • 
pistons, dies and cutting tools 

Lubrication .studies in geur 
boxes, railways and engines; 
engine deposit studies; fuel 
combustion and distribution 
studies; flow rates of fuel in 
aircraft 

Blending of liquid and solid 
fuels 

Fuel and gas leaks in automobiles 
and aircraft 

Air movement in railway cars, 
automobiles and aircraft 

Coaiponents in aircraft assembly 

ind Distribution of cement 
asphalt injections 

Concrete, asphalt and additives 

Water seepage in daws and buildings; 
newly laid water mains 

Buried survey stakes 

Brick and fireclay 

Turbine rating; flow ratas of gas, 
steam, water, sewage and solids; 
efficiency of liquor scribbers; 
settling tank studies, e.g. re- 
tention times of sewage sludge; 
«ineriti carry-over in s tea» in 
boilers 

Reservoirs; da«s; gas and watar 
•ains; underground gasification 
*y»terns; pressurized cablea 

Sewage pollution studies in rivara 
and seas 

Turbine blades 
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TÂliB 4.1.2 (cont'd) 

Industry 
Type of   ! 

application , 

Comuni ty 
services 

MT 

ED 

V 

L 

I 
Transport, 
atorege and 
comunica t ion 

LD 

V 

Applications 

Efficiency of filters, e.g. gas 
»asks, bacteria filters in 

I  industry 

Distribution of stack gases and 
dust 

Air movement in hospitals, 
libraries, etc. 

,  Criminal investigations, e.g. 
I  finger prints 

i  UndervateT repeater station; pre! 
|  surized telephone cables 

1  AiT movewont in store rooms and 
refrigerators 

4.1 Mining and Quarrying 

The efficient exploration, extraction and processing of 
aimerai orts is desirable as these natural resources, when they ar: 
available, usually make a significant contribution to the national 
economy. Nuclear techniques contribute mostly at the exploration 
liai« where they have been used for many years in the oil industry 
The sam« techniques are now spreading tc mineral prospecting and 
it can ba safely predicted that they will eventually bring the 
•ma economic advantages. Although most of these applications 
•rt in borehole logging, many investigations are connected with 
•ina safety and efficiency and should not be ignored. 

The safest way of obtaining information on mineral deposits 
it by attracting and studying a core taken from a borehole. 
This is an expensive and time consuming practice and sufficient 
and similar information can be obtained in nany cases by lowering 
various types of nuclear instruments down the borehole. These 
instruments provide information on the depths of deposits, their 
extant and in the case of oil and gas they can identify produc- 
tive iones. They measure density, porosity, *ater content and 
the thickness of different strata. Together with other non- 
nuclear logs an almost complete picture of sub-surface conditions 
can be obtained. Borehole activation analysis and radioisotope 
X-ray fluorescence analysis instruments are now in use so that 
remote and instantaneous deposit évaluation is possible. It is 
Î enerally accepted that these techniques have reduced by at 
east a factor of five the number of boreholes needed to evaluate 
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a deposit.  As some boreholes cost many hundreds of thousands 
of dollars to drill this represents a very significant saving. 

In coal mining in the U.K., continuously moving mechanical . 
miners are used to remove coal rapidly.  A gamr.ia-backscattor 
device is built into these mircrs to keep the cutting surface 
in the coal seam and at the same time leave the minimum amount 
of coal behind.  This ensures that the cutting blades are not 
blunted, that coal washery efficiency is not impaired by the 
prssencc of large quantities of rock and that sufficient coal 
is left behind to support the roof. 

In underground ore handling, loading and transport opera- 
tions can cause serious bottlenecks in the confined spaces of 
a wine unless they arc properly controlled.  Level switches 
mounted on mine cars, hoppers and conveyor belts are widely 
used to remotely regulate these operations and one mine in the 
USSR is reported to employ 400 such devices. Again, the eco- 
nomic advantages are obvious but such systems are only justi- 
fied in large, automated operations. 

On the other hand, the rapid evaluation of ore is a 
desirable facility in any mining or exploration operation. 
Portable radioisotope X-ray fluorescence gauges are used routinely 
for this purpose.  In Zambia and Poland such instruments are 
used underground to evaluate copper deposits.  In the U.K. a 
similar type of instrument has helped in the re-opening of 
abandoned tin mines.  One exploration company reports that the 
use of this type of instrument has reduced from 300 tu 10 per 
week the number of samples it flies out of remote r-..rcas. 

In mineral benefication, rapid analysis is essential if 
the processing plant is to be optimized and a uniform grade of 
product assured.  Nuclear techniques have mado continuous on- 
line analysis at reasonable cost and, as a result, automatic 
control of processing operations will soon be routine. 

In concentration plants using gravity feed, a steady uni- 
form rate of feed is essential for the efficient operation of 
tables, jigs and spirals. Erratic feed conditions result in a 
lower quality of the final product. In flotation or leaching, 
plants, correct feed control allows the consumption of reagent 
to be kept to a minimum. A more uniform product, a »ore effi- 
cient separation and a minimum of recycling are achieved through 
the use of gamma density gauges. 

4.3 Food and Beverages 

One of the earliest reported saving!» in the food industry 
was fron the use of the radioisotope dilution technique to 
•«asure vitamin B12 contents. Although the alternative method, 
a microbiological technique, cost about the same per test it 
was far less accurate. A producer of animal food claimed to have 
reduced the annual number of determinations in his plant by a 
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fector of 10, thus savinr, wore than 55 500,000.-.  A smaller 
company saved $  21,000,- per year.  The same technique v.nen 
applied to the measurement oí vitamin L) saved another manu- 
facturer %  40,COO,- per year.  This technique is now standard 
throughout the food industry. 

Thickness rouges are used to ensure the uniformity of pro- 
ducts in sheet form such as biscuits, chewing yum, cartolate, 
etc. Apart from regularising the appearance of these P^ucTs, 
uniform thickness is essential if modern packaging techniques 
are employed. 

Similarly, consumer confidence is preserved if food or 
beverage containers are ensured of having the correet  evel of 
filling. Package monitors are used extensively for this pur- 
pose ¡^production lines and level gauges are used to control 
the contents of hoppers, silos and storage vessels. 

Gamma density gauges are widely used to ensure an equal 
weight of powdered products, such as agglomerated milk solid.., 
^containers.  Since the bulk density of these pro uc   .r s 

is essential that packages should be filled on 
than a volume basis. The baue type o i gauge is 
the output feed rate from evaporators to main- 
solids content in such products as tomato paste 

considerably it 
• weight rather 
used to control 
tain a constant tain *»  Luit' tcijiv   JW*AV«J  V.V.••»-••-   —      i A4.  ^ + 
concentrated fruit juice, condensed milk and meat extiact. 

In baby meat the fat content should not exceed S\  of the 
total mass and reduction is carried out by centrifuging the hot 
»eat. As the fat content decreases, the density increases, A 
density gauge is used to determine when all but h\  of the fat ,-us 
been removed. 

Whilst all of these techniques give considerable avantages 
to the manufacturer in allowing him to meet specifications witn 
the minimum of excess, perhaps as important is the guaranteed 
uniformity of product which the customer gets. 

4.4 Tobacco 

A modern cigarette making machine produces up to 1,500 cigar- 
ettes per «inute  The satisfactory operation oí such a machine, 
so as to produce cigarettes of uniform weight involves the 
feeding and proper packaging of about 1.5 kg/min. and the dé- 
tection of non-standard products requires a detector *nh a ver> 
fast Tesponse.  Dielectric gauges are used to measure .ne 
•oisture content of the bulk tobacco and, together v/itn beta- 
gauges, these ensure a uniform dry weight. 

Tobacco itself is a very cheap raw material but some countries 
put a heavy tax on the tobacco rather than the final packet ot 
Cigarettes.  In these cases it is extremely advantageous for the 
laamifacturar tc reduce its consumption of raw material to an 
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absolut« »inimum whilst still Meeting packaging demands. 
In other esses, the manufacturer wishes to produce a homo- 
geneous, well-filled cigarette to satisfy customer require- 
ments.  In either case the beta gauge can perform the desired 
measurement and is fitted to modern cigarette making machines 
•s a routine. 

Enormous secrecy surrounds all aspects of the cigarette 
industry and economic data is difficult to obtain. One re- 
port has suggested that in the USA the cigarette industry 
saves $  SO,000,000,- from the use of these gauges «lone but 
this figure is difficult to substantiate. 

4.S Textiles 

»at widespread nuclear technique in the textile 
•K- use of the beta thickness sauce to •»*•••*< measure 

The moj 
industry is the use of the beta thickness gauge xo Measure 
and control the mass per unit area of fabrics and coatings 
applied to them. 

The tension applied to warp-knitted fabrics during the 
heat setting process determines the uniformity of the final 
product, e.g. cotton webbing, coarse linen and ribbon. Beta 
transmission gauges ensure optimum conditions in dyeing and 
finishing operations. 

Coating materials are usually applied to fabrics by 
drawing them through a bath after which the take-up is con- 
trolled by passing the fabric through squeeze rollers, ly 
using differential beta transmission gauges to measure both 
the treated and untreated fabric, the amount of coaling material 
can be deduced and the information used to control the gap bet- 
ween the squeeze rollers. This type of measurement can be 
applied with equal success to both .large and small factories. 
The economics of these processes have been studied in France and 
several examples can be quoted. 

One large plant producing 4 million metres a year of PVC 
coated textiles installed seven thickness gauges and as a result 
saved about 21 of the raw material previously used. The seven 
gauges were amortized in six months. A smaller company used two 
f auges in a similar application and amortized them in one month. 
n the Netherlands, a small factory claims that savings of 
2S-S0 g PVC/n* are possible. Cost benefit ratios of 1:20 and 
oven 1:50 are counton in these applications. 

The first commercial plant for radiation sterilization was 
built in Australia in 1960.  Imported goat hair was, and still 
Is, sterilized to eliminate possible contamination from anthrax 
spores before the hair was made up into tufted carpet. The 
carpet manufacturing process itself involves compressing the 
goat hair on to a rubber backing and beta gauges are used to 
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control   the product   thickness  and uai forni ty.     The.o _nnup,es 
were amortized   in   just over  tv.o months   as   a   result  oi   raw 
material   and scf<ip   savins.:. 

Most   tyre  cal lenders  uscii  for  nrpl/intf   body   stock   to 
dipped  cord  fabric   arc   -ont re 1 leu  wi ,h   ben   ;;n-:<!«.     oyart   from 
r«w »aterial   s?vim,s  which   cover  the  cost   oí   the   r,au;o   tn about 
six months,  more   uniform anu  hence  safer un duets   result. 

••6    Wood and_(p_'j_ 

Radioactive  applications   hnvc been  use» occasionally to 
Mature   the  distribution of  adhesive-»   durin-   ,>lyv;oor!   tii.imifac- 
ture and  beta  thickness  g a uj.es  are  in   lii.ij rr-tl use   to  cunt rol 
the thickness  of  veneers,   chipboard  and  plywood. 

Tho wost  significant  use  of  radiation   is   in  the  production 
of w-K>d  plastic   composites   and   in the   curii;:  of  paints  on  ply- 
wood or  hardbonrd.     Both of  these processo-  ¿re  relc-Lively  new 
and economic  data   is unobtainable.     There   are  no^vï^i  a mimoei 
of factors which  would appear to   justify  :u>Lh  teenn L,JU: s. 

Paint curiiiR   can be  achieved  in   les-   than  one  secan.! and 
cheaper  paints  can  give the   sano,   or  better,   finish  as  ovon- 
cured paints.     ï;^   accelerator used   t. kes   UP  far   les.-   rpacc 
than curing ovens   and can  bo   switched  on  anu  of,.   -1   •..•*!..     .«« 
resultine  finish   is 1,10re  durable  and   dees   not   i..ake   ori.      lr»o 
reliability of modern accelerators makes  them adaptable  to 
fairly  small production lines. 

*•7    Paper and Pulp 

It   is estimated that  about   40%   of all   radioisotope  thick- 
»ess gauges  are  used  in the   paper  industry   to  measure basir,  wei>;nl 
Of paper and paperboard and  to measurejind  control   adhesive   and 
plastic  coatings   on these  materials.     The   gau»es  give  a  ;urect 
and continuous measure of  weight per   unit  area  without  coming 
into contact with   the  paper.     The tine  spent   îv  adu^t.nç   the 
»achine   to produce  the correct weight   is   drastically  reuueed 
and this weight   can easily be maintained  throughout   tao  reel. 
As a result,  raw materials   are used nor.   efficiently   ano product 
quality   is   improved.     Ihe   types  of  gaupe  range   from   fixeu point 
Measuring devices   on snail   paper machine*   to  40   feet  vide   scanning 
systems  used  in  computer control  cf   the paper making propesi. 
Examples of  the  raw material  and time  savings   result-.1113  fro» tneir 
use are  numerous  with cost-benefit ratios  of 1:15 quoted in many- 
cases. 

Level  gauges   are used  extensively on  storage and process 
vessels.     In pulp production,  wood chip*  arc treated at a pres- 
sure of  10 atmospheres  in  a preheater before being pulped  in a 
defibrator.     The   level of  chips  in the prehoatcr  is  used to 
control   their residence  tiae and hence the quality of  the  pulp. 
A study  carried  out  in Yugoslavia to   compare  the econo .¡ics  of 
plant operation  before and  after  level   gauge  installation shoved 
typical   results.     There was  a  decrease  in power  input of 630 kfc/n, 
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a ¿«crease in steam usage of Î. 2 t/h and a 20* improvement in 
the physical properties of the products. The cost-benefit ratio 
was 1:1. 

Radioactive tracer«; arc used routinely in guarantee tests  . 
to determine mean residence times, mixing characteristics, etc. 
Of pulp in process vessels.  They are aj:»c used to plot dilution 
patterns of discharged factory effluent. 

4• • Chemicals and Chemical Products 

This broad product group has the widest range of radioiso- 
tope applications.  It includes the production of organic and in- 
organic chemicals such as acids, alkalis and salts, dyes and 
explosives, synthetic fibres, resins, plastics and rubber, and 
fertilizers.  Also included are the manufacture of paints, the 
extraction of vegetable and animal oils and fats and the nanu- 
facture of many Miscellaneous cheiaical products such as soaps, 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, polishes, etc. 

Many chemical processes are difficult to control since re- 
actions take place at very high temperatures and pressures in 
sealed, and sometimes steam-jacketed vessels.  It is under these 
conditions that nuclear techniques are particularly useful. 
Accurate analyses and density determinations can be made in process 
streams;  levels of materials in hoppers and reaction and storage 
vessels can be measured only with radioisotope techniques.  In- 
vestigations of plant malfunction or "trouble-shooting" is carried 
out routinely to detect blockages or restrictions; to locate 
gas pockets in liquid streams and voids in solids;  to measure 
the transfer rates of liquids, solids and gases and to determine 
the mixing efficiency of these same materials. 

Th« manufacture of plastic sheet is controlled almost en- 
tirely by beta gauges and automi tic control of the extruder is 
obtained by adjustment of the screw or the take-off roller 
•pead.  The main advantage of these gauges is that they allow 
the manufacture of closer tolerance and hence up-graded material. 
At the »amo time raw materials are conserved.  Cost benefit 
ratios of 1:20 are normal in these operations. 

Radioactive tracers, if properly used, can result in 
improved plant efficiency and large savings in tinte and materials 
by reducing shut-downs. Many of the lar»e chemical companies use 
these techniques to their full advantage, the best example bting 
in the U.K. where one plant estimates annual savings of $  12 
Million from an annual investment of $ 3S0,000,-. 

Numerous radiation processes for the simplified production 
of chemical products are at the pilot plant stage and several 
are in routine use. 

Package monitors are usee to ensure the correct filling of 
»Mp powdors in cartons, tubes of toothpaste, boxes of tahlats 
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and cosnetic creams,   liquids  antS perfumes   *n  bottles.     Savings 
resulting  fro* the  use of  these  device?  are  difficult   to assess 
but  customer satisfaction   is  assured. 

4.f    Products of  Fctrolcun  and Coal 

Density gauges  are extensively used to  detect   interfaces 
in pipeline pumping or¿rations.     Inf feront  grades of  oil   are 
punped consecutively  through   Ion*  pipelines   and  it   is  essential 
to know  the position of the   interface between  successive grades 
so that  the products  can be   routed  to  the  correct   storace vessel 
or branch pipeline.     This  type of ncaau/eweni   ir. of  p.Tcat  eco- 
nomic  significance  since   it   is   isr.p^rtant   thH   diesel   oil,   say, 
do«s  not  flow into  a petroleum storage  tank.     The  interface may 
b« well-defined at   the first pumping  station but  after  travel- 
ling long distances   it becoae*  diffused  and  only  an  accurate 
density Measurement can  indicate the correct   cut-off  point. 

Level  gauges  are used  to  detect and  control  coke  within 
petrolcu* coke drums,  petroleum levels  in  storage  tanks,  kero- 
sene-water  interfaces,  catalyst  levels,   liquid gas   levels  in 
butane cylinders,  and a wide  range of related problems.    Nuclear 
techniques  are unique  to »ost  of these applications.     Ai»  long 
ago as  ItSI, one company  in the USA producing gasoline reportedly 
saved $ 2 «illion  in one  year  beeruse radioisotope   level   gauges 
had nade  it possible to double  the  length of  runs on   "thcinal" 
units before shutting down  to  rénove coke.     Another p«*troleu*n 
refining  coup»ny   reported savings of $ 300,000,-   in  the  same 
period Iron the   sane application. 

The  analysis of hydrocarbons  for sulphur, lead and other 
high atonic number elements   is  routine  both  in the   laboratory 
and en-line.     In nost cases  these applications elioinate  the 
need for tedious  chemical  analysis  through the use of a simple 
Inst ruaient. 

All of the major oil  coupantes use  radioactive  tracer tech- 
niques  to determine  the wear  rates of piston  rings   in  ergines 
and hence evaluate  the lubricating properties of oils,    the «ost 
important chemical   elements   involved in research studier, can 
be conveniently  labelled with  radioisotopes  and the  high sensi- 
tivity of tracer techniques  accounts for their widespread use. 

4.10 Hon-netallic Mineral  Products 

Products whose mass per unit area  is controlled with radio- 
isotopes  include  asbestos-cestent,  glass,  wallboard and coated 
abrasives.    Gamma density gauges are used  in the hydraulic trans- 
portation of sand,  asbestos-cenent  slurries,  clay slurries  for 
cenent manufacture and lime-nud slurries  for line kilns. 

„,„.„  level gauges are used to control noi ten glass in 
furnaces wnere a high accuracy is required to ensure uni for» 
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products frow the pravi*y ned *>s*cm UM«'.  A typical in- 
stallation costs about ¿. fc.CKX1.- ai.ti ri.o H:, »»scr reports 
annual »livings of $  500.000,-, \ir¿.-ly frr,.', the redact i « n in 
injects.  This rcprt'sehti. & 5* s«\:i.tf on isr*ope-assisted 
turnover. 

Rndioactivc • racer.- ? re uso.' to stri*) .'ptcrt.il transfer 
problems in rotary Vi Ins tv r rer-. nt r«*< u fa .; ^re . Reten:ion, 
distribution, -^-circulation ¿IH' Mew p.-.'t- '"• :.,re ro tinely 
investigated tr ersure opt »miri cpera ..in:. c-->i;i.ii ions ._ Other 
tracer technique* ¿eternine the nixing efficiency oí addi- 
tive» in comete and bitumen and the source. t> • incluyen* in 
glas». 

4.11 »asic Met M s and Metri Prc/ucts 

This industrj f s one of the i.aior u?11 s of radioisotope 
in»t uments.  Thickness gardes are used er.'en> 1 vely in the pro- 
duction of hot and cold soiled mewiis an J fur contre! li ir; ti>;;t in«/,:. 
Oft steel.  In a typical *teel sl»in ui i I. . noltcn wetai i:, made J r. • 
to ingot» which ii. turn pass tu a Moor,im; ni 11 where »i gamma 
transmission paupe is used _o detect c;iva:,,s.  ïhe thickness 
Of hoi rolled ¿trip or plate !s then neasu'> d with a £at;:ma er 
brass traulung •r.'.nr.mi sr-icr fri:'" r.nf' thi..i.?r cold striai »ve 
controlled with beta tram-mi JSICI gau^oi;.  ir ratting up opera- 
tions, a fast beta transmission gau;:e " i- -t^td fo '.ort. sheets 
of different thicknesses.  In separate operations, steel sheets 
are continuously coated with zinc, tin, aluPMuu;;*, paint ar.J, 
»ore recently, chromium for ino pr-.»diK t ivu  ut "tin-free" steel- 
beta backscatter gauge.-; are rev beug siveiv-eded by wory  accurate 
X-ray fluorescence gauge» to measure and contiol the»« coating 
thicknesses. 

Level gauges are u.=»eu tu control uie fctu to blast furnaces 
and furnace wall wear i* »easured by ir: erti ig r.nall radioactiv 
sources at different depths in the *all and recording their rite 
of disappearance. 

Portable X-ray fluorescence S'ìIU-Cì. ire used +o   identify 
different types of steel and neutron activation analysis^is_ 
used to »easure oxygen in steel in  furnace e»erat ions. Acti- 
vation analysis is also used to measure th* iron content of irofi 
or«. 

Radioactive ¿racers aie used extensively in basic research, 
especially tc »tudy boundary migration and th*» »ovenent of alloying 
componenti and elements such is tungsten and cobalt in »tecl. 
Flint investigations, although not always routine, are Bade to 
follow the laovement of blast furnace charp.es and to determine flow 
patterns in furnaces. 
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«•12 Machinery  and Transport Equipment 

Ga«ma radiography is  used extensively to  inspect  cast  and 
«elded objects   such as crank shafts,   cylinder  hlocks,   turbines, 
rotors,  boilers,   pressure vessels,  pipes and  aircrrft  parts. 
Although  there  are »any examples of  Mn;;l!   savings   resulting  fro« 
this  type of  inspection,   the real benefici coma  fro* the  en- 
sured reliability of the produrts. 

Radioactive  tracers are widely used to  label  moving parts 
In »achines and  engines  to determine their '.ear  rites.     The move- 
sunt of air in  railway cars, aircraft i»nd aufnaobilcs  is  studied 
routinely by Haans of a radioactive gas. 

4.IS Civil Enfilneering and Construction 

Many of the materials used  in construction are produced 
with th« aid of  radioisotope -auges.    This is especially true of 
sheet «ateríais  such as glass, wallboard,  sheet metal, plastics, 
shingles and roofing felt. 

Radioisotope moisture and  density gauges  are used extensively 
in the  construction of roads,   airfields,  and  dams and alio  in the 
mixing of ready-made concrete.     The  same  instruments are used to 
•»asura density  and moisture contents of concrete  structures and 
to locate the position of reinforcing bar». 

Canau radiography is widely used to  inspect  the welded 
frames of buildings and other  structures,  and density  gauges 
are employed in continuous dredging operations  to keep the 
content of solid materials within certain limits.    This  latter 
application ensures efficient operation of the pump* without 
interruptions  due to overloading. 

Radioactive tracers are used routinely to  inspect  buried 
water nains for  leaks and to locata the source of water  seepage 
in buildings and dams.    Conversely,  they are used to define the 
distribution of cement  injections, 

*•*< Electricity.  Gas, Water and Sanitary Services 

In coal-fired electricity generating stations level gauges 
•ra comaionly used on steel or concrete storage hoppers and also 
to indicate blockages as crushed coal is fed intorbi ducts into 
furnaces. Gamaia backscattcr gauges are used to measure the ash 
content of coal to ensure efficient furnace operation, but this 
has United application so far as power station operations rely 
on coal washeries to provide the correct grade of fuel. 

Radioactive tracers can be used to measure with high accu- 
racy the flow  rate of water through pipes..   This technique  is 
used routinely to measure the flow of water through power 
station turbines and it has proved so reliable that it   is now 
accepted as  the standard method of turbine rating  in the U.K. 
Similar tracer methods are used to measure the flow rates of 
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«lUr or sewaae  in pipe», channel» or ri^rs.     Sf**^ ***!***  i§ 

•easured «né controlled ey gaaaaa density gaag" b«for« »eing 
ptawped into digestion tanks. 

Although the technique  i»  not univ«r».iUr ¡«"J***•Vmf 

e^tfiei mt radioactive tracer* to »tinly the ***»;"•" "J 
industrial waste« or community  »ewage  int© large f€?etv;r»;flli. 
The technique not only give» dilution F»*!*•»^«*  •*.!•*"" J- 

entiel  i» determining the degree of purification rcejuirod and 
the length, petition end de»ii» of the 4Uchergc piP«-    »;•»•• 
»cele, ill'weather teat» which  include «r»jy *•«»***» t*kon fr« 
Wai a»ight «»ft ahowt  % SO.00O.- or «ore but   the  rea«lt» gire 
aavifif» eut of ell proportion to this.    A »eieevhat »a»?IUr.!!c* 
ÎÎÏ5 ï» uaed to feilow\h« ooveoent of »lit or »end in water- 
way» ey uaing labelled »vaterial. 

Leak» in ga» and water Min» »f» »cc«r»*e,ly lecj|j>Ä ^r J^« 
u»e of radioactive tracer technique», even when the pipe» •»• 
deeply hurlad. 

I« pollution control, analyti» of the particulate •¡««•I 
collected on air filter» is done rapidiy by »ean» of I-r«y timet- 
esceace?    Se »Lee type of application  if  fo*md in water peilu- 
uír^re^líítÍng^^.ntf an* their ^ì^^l^heì» 
identified rapidiy.    Theae techniques hmve only recently »ee* 
introduced hut their use is »preading rapidly. 
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I.       APFLICATION  AREAS   IV PIVÌLOPING COUNTRIES 

*•!     I n du f t r i a 1 i?': AJ^lifdlif..?- 

Hodcn: »anuf .-cturïn* »< -t .tods  with!,  a  pari JcuW   in du. try    ' 
v.ry very   little  vith   'oca'im.      ir. d« vc   :n J .f coiu.tr-e• • .   th«* 
¡ili  of   irdiv'iUi.l   operations   is   generally   s»ahM   l*'V   ..,?,* 
SîLÎÎtive   indus., i?,   in   industrially   develop,!  Countries     but 
Stufile turine   tools   are  basically   the   s,«u .     The   qu;      ;y  and 
cewe«ltJon cJ   r.iv »atcrials »ay   dif*'-r  and  t.-.e  ^ Mrib, t   c     o* 
i£¡PO*¿i   and s> M! s   ca.» nccorritate ch^c •    in ,r ani.  -rt   iir* pro 
SK!.     Technological   and org,ni.ut jouai   i   ' »JriìoS V 
•VtrcOAes   these  cbstncles   result-ne.  Jn   tu-   production   oí   *«^n 
tibie  goods,  at   least   for  the herrc market. 

TU«  quality  control   aspect*  of manufacture ¡>"f e J""^^ 
iwruntin   tht   Ucvelopiicr.t  of  rMori   narl^s  wbe   c   ni< einu.iona, 
cSition  demands   »d!..cr:.noc   to   <t:ict    -l^-nj^ion,     •* £ 
4Í   la  tMs   8fi  vhr-rc   ;a-JiuiioH.r»  and   r.-diition   technique   nave 

11    IS    Biliiii- i     -«    -».-.-. i », r o tí i »ft   MC re 
it   is  obvious   »hit   an   'mrease   in  tiu;tl;«.>   -.«^•••••*  «•   ''5u,Uc

ti:   ,/?. ii   i»  Y"*
J , ,•   u  e   f, .   c,pn>-t  markfis.      It  1» 

competitive ans  th'is  mort  a«,   '.^an.t       :.   ,'MUV  .,   Clll,f   t*,i5 

»•tic  standard«-  night ai:»o be  enhanced. 

Whilst wnufactu^ng   faMllti« nay  b*  the  *«»*.**«  "'J11 

ability of measurinc  and cout r->ll im; devues  -ertainly v-tios. 
T^aì  are »ade aosUy  in the   industri.!^   developed ^>jntf^* 
These  are »aui   »W-     ,       »,.-«nt  as  ,ir   i*»*e"vai part  oi   new plant, 
H»  ITÌTdìefìuuli•ïïé,l.;;X  'pioccaî.-^i,  ïppli«,   .qu.lly   to 
aîï  typos  of refined «enuring  systens  whic*.  :re  a  n«re.nary 
Àtt Vi moliti   industrial   «anSíartur:    and   r:,dû .sotóle  ;aug« 
âîî «2 exceptio...     On the  other   Hand,   ^ny  are  In »any  ca.es 
•¡tier  to  Install and calibrate  than otne.   .»enuring  syrens. 

rA*<l<lar     fer  eaaaple,  the »ami facture of plastic  sheet,  a 
,dUy tor'Mlh  XeTe   U a  wide.proad  de^td.     Many  probi« 

...JaîL with   .he   u.eof  pL.tic  sheet  are  c oseiy   re       cd to 
thickness  «nd it   is   therefore   important   tiwt  thi*  PaJ¡;°l" 
¡hould be  controlled both   longitudinally   and across     hj  »Jeit. 
nTìffectiveaess  of heat  sealing varies  ^"*idc^l>   *\%t 
sheet  thickness,   the optima» scaling tiae   increasing   SOI   for 
m,y o:WMhcr«..li  thickness of  sheet  in thjrjngc 0.02  t 
S i  L      Thickness  variations  ave thus  extremely  «»portant In 
2¿ "ions »uc^a, eîtru.ion eating polyethylene on kraft paper 
•r aluaüniua. 

•wt^v...« >*i«ureaants Bust be performed either before or 
UMdUttlTîft»"S*"SÌÌt~oìl«r.P-hich t.W off tte  plaitlc 

2!î«!i    «»i «or  this mc3»UT««nt.  but   thf». h.ve the 4H- 
S»>t.(* o"".i"Ä  i« co»t»ct with th. product and »«»uri»! 
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only in a fixed longitudini!? nos? t ion, .i part fror their in- 
herent Measure«« ni accuracy limitation,.  It is only by using 
the information obtainable f.on fast bei ..-gauges that the 
present production raies -*f high quality sho?t h;, s been pos- 
sible.  The Measurement i " n->n-contacti:-.<', and can be nade at 
either pre-detcr<uu:c I positions or cor.f in:oas] / across the 
width of the sheet.  This is particularly imacrtant in the 
cat« of extruders which have, a lare? number of adjustable ele- 
ments and which ¡MO due e wide sheet* of 1 hin (0.001 mm - 
0.00S MM) plastic.  Since the die« nay be only 1-2 cm apart, 
th« radioactive s jure»? in the beta -^aujc- is col 1 iuu ted ro 
that a strip of widt.i 1 cm is scorned. A-:4 on »tir control of 
»achine direction variations is obtained by au;ouatic adjust- 
ment of «ither the screw or take-off relier speed.  Profile 
control is accomplished b> die adjur tmeut , either manually or 
automatically, in accordance vit h the cross-sheet measurencnts. 

This example ©f thickness ran a o usaf.e serves to demonstrate 
th« «ffectiveness of a particular radioisotope technique and the 
iMpact it can have on product quality in a relatively simple 
Manufacturing process.  In addition, the  high measurement accu- 
racy obtained leads to economic benefits through reduced raw 
Material usage and a lower reject rate.  The process ic> the 
same irrespective of its location but measurement and control 
techniques may vary. 

Th« Manufacturer Bay not always be aware of the different 
Measuring devices at hJr. disposal.  Only th» Ingest production 
facilities can support research and development staff whose 
duties would include the ev«*l nation and control oi process vari 
ables.  Smaller operations havo correspondingly 4ew<r technical 
staff who are usually fully occupied vn'i maintaining production 
and are Most concerned with K»ned;;atc problems of maintenance 
and Tepalr.  They have little ti.ae to experiment with novel 
techniques, especially tho.-e which, rightly or wrongly, to them 
Might have an aura of raistique or haza d.  Undsr these condi- 
tions, the direct application of radioisotope and radial Jo:-; tech- 
nology with its demonstrated ability to inpiove process effici- 
ency and product quality is the ¿west rewarding approach. 

Most industrialized count ri as have specialized institutions 
«hos« purpose is to provide information, evaluate and demonstrate 
th« efficacy of process techu<.,ogy.  The same institutions pro- 
vide test and investigational facilities.  Ideally, these bodi«s 
should be aware and have experience of not only nuclear technique», 
bat all the alternative methods of approach tc the solution of 
industrial problems.  In practice, since nuclear techniques night 
ha th« Most recent, they are sometimes omitted because they aro 
known only from texi-hooks oi manufacture.*! brochures.  The same 
countries normally have an atomic energy authority with at least 
on« nuclear reactor and the associated research facilities. 
Qualified staff, many with experience gained outside their own 
country, deliver lectures at numerous training courses designed 
t© Make scientists and engineers aware of the principles of radio- 
isotope audi radiation usage. These courses include laboratory 
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Îractice to teach methods of handling and applying radio- 
sotopes and they arc ideal for the scientist.  They may 

not be the best type of training for the industrialist or 
the industrial engineer.  Sometimes special short courses 
•re designed for industrial personnel so that they become 
acquainted with the potential of nuclear techniques.  Both 
types of course will undoubtedly bring returns in the long 
run but nuclear scientists are not necessarily the best 
persons to teach industrial technology.  Many nuclear tech- 
niques «re well out of the research and development stage1 

and have become hard industrial fact. At. this stage their 
•valuation and adaption are best left to the industrial 
rather than the nuclear technologist. 

Although the same is not necessarily true of agriculture 
•nd Medicine, instruction in the routine user, of radioisotopes 
in industry wight best be left to those industrial institutions 
which fulfil the same purpose for other, r.on-nuclcar tech- 
niques.  To achieve this it becomes essential that these insti- 
tutions be singled out for specialized training and assistance 
to «nable thera to perform this function.  This is particularly 
true for radioisotope gauges which, whilst based on the same 
principles as demonstrated by laboratory practice and instru- 
mentation, incorporate industrial de'ign concepts which may 
not be familiar to the nuclear scientist.  The application 
and operation of radioisotope gauges docs not require the 
•••e training as other radioisotope techniques.  They should 
b« regarded as normal measuring devices with special atten- 
tion paid to the possible hazards arising from Misuse of the 
radioactive sources contained in then. 

Radioactive tracers on the other hand require »ore care- 
ful handling and »ore extensive training is nscensary to en- 
ture proper use and control.  Where industry is not large 
enough to support, specialist services of this type, national 
•tonic energy ai^hrrities have successfully organized teams 
of experienced staff, able to perform tracer investigations 
on request in collaboration with plant engineers.  Similarly, 
several industries in  some countries join together to provide 
the financial support needed to sustain a specialist group 
•ble to give a siwilar service.  If well-organized, either 
system functions effectively with resulting benefits to tht 
industries concerned. 

Whilst it is not possible to state specifically that 
industrialized countries will all have the same basic industriel, 
it can be assumed that these industries will include bssic 
••tais, chemicals, paper, tobacco, machinery, food and, perhaps, 
mineral processing.  In all of these industries radioisotopes 
can be used extensively. 

The basic metals industry covers smelting, refining, coke- 
oven operation and the manufacture of basic iion and ncn-ferrouf 
products such as sheets, plates, strips, tubes, tin-plate mnâ 
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sheet.  In lollin;, ard coating oper- ealvanlzed and aluw.inised sheet.  In lollm;, arc tinnii w|.u 
ations radioisotope thickness gantas aïe no* ai >;est the t-aai- 
tional Measurement devices whilst r,.d3 c 1 :rOtop,  evo i risp- 
are particularly suited to the corail ions pei ta V.:IMJ in this 
industry for measuring liquid levéis in tuirac s ..!••! OíOS ID 
hoppers.  Siis.plc, rapid and accurate i ad ¡o • soto, a rrt.'.Ou.- o. 
analysis meet the áonaaás,  ici controlling th.« CO^Oí> t ;on oí 
steel and alloys.  In large- to IM-C'íUüí-S i-'d oper-uoüs tue. e 
i« no question about the use of radioi v>tope techniques »P', 
the above-mentioned purposes. Tlu y have provaci thence ivv-s in 
hundreds or even thousands of similar applications, bringing 
both economie and technological advantages. 

In the manufacture of cigarottcs, beta gauges are »^ ^tc- 
Îral part of the process in nany cüuntr.u;..  • •v«.n when tenace'/ 
S inexpensive and does not carry h>.a taxes, the production o. 

uniform cigarettes with a constant packing density js desirable, 
whether the tobacco be tightly or iooi-cly la.CKt.i.  ¡a- use >t^ 
a relatively inexpensive radioisotope gauge to control piocuc, 
consistency to *0.25\ would ice?» to be justified from tne quai J .y 
aspect alone. 

Host metal fabrication and machinery industries have a re- 
quirement for radiographic inr.pcct.ion »rd, hhotber pcrioim««! toy 
service organizations or by industry .U.elf, ih.is should be one 
of the first radioisotope techniques introduced.  i he noci i s 
obvious, training is straight forward, the equipment i s mx- 
pensive and the returns, in terms of improved quaHty, are hign. 

•  Another completely routine applicatic i is tha : of the use 
Of beta-gauges in the paper industry.  Ihc^ -'.auges ranco -rom 
large systems which scan continuously across K) uctre wido ^h^ets 
to fixed-point measuring devices 'red on v.nali p^per-makl.-if 
machines.  Since mass per unit area is ono ot th* unipara- 
meters to be controlled in the paper making noce:.;  the in- 
stallation of a non-contacting beta-gauge i . almost mandttory 
on any machine, irrespective of location. 

In the food industry, the use of modem packaging technics 
makes it desirable to check the contents oí sealed containers or 
packages.  Radioisotope package monitors accompli:.h this on even 
the fastest production lines, so eliminating teiiious manual 
inspection procedures and guaranteeing customer satis.action. 

Many problems arise in the bulk manufacture oT chemicals in 
which radioisotopes offer the most, expedient and sometiues the 
only feasible means of solution.  In process measurement and 
control, accurate analyses and determinations of density can be 
made and difficult problems of level control in hoppers or in 
reaction and storage vessels become relatively easy with radio- 
isotope techniques.  Investigations-of various forms of P*«* 
malfunction are greatly assisted by radioactive tracers.  Several 
radiation-initiated chemical processes are worthy of consider- 
ation and others warrant research efforts. 
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Whero nodical products and supplies are Manufactured, 
radiation sterilization should most certainly be considered 
as one technique to be employed.  If used in conjunction with 
modern manufacturing Methods and packaging techniques, it can 
greatly facilitate cumbersome sterilizing procedures and help 
guarantee sterility. 

Th© above are typical examples of radioisotope and radi- 
ation techniques which can be readily introduced into the 
industries of developing countries. Very few special skills 
art required to do this, but the returns can mike a signifi- 
cant contribution to economic and industrial development. 

S.2 Semi-Industrialized Countries 

This group of countries can generally be expected to 
support Medium-si zed production operations with old-fashioned 
manufacturing techniques competing against modern methods. The 
modern industries can certainly benefit from the use of nuclear 
techniques, in many cases to the same extent as their counter- 
parts in the industrially advanced countries. Greater care 
must be taken in evaluating the measuring and control methods 
to be applied under these conditions and the need for assistance 
in this will probably be greater also. 

If, as is quite likely, nuclear research facilities exist 
in these countries, they probably contain the best collection of 
modom investigational equipaent together with scientific ex- 
mortise of a high standard. In addition to the inevitable re- 
search work which is a necessary function of these establishments 
it is highly desirable that the special skills and technology 
which exist there are made available to assist in national 
development programes. A close relationship between such 
establishments and industrial institutions can only result in a 
sounder-based industrial development. 

The older industries warrant special attention if they are 
to survive and produce acceptable goods. These industries usually 
rely on the special skills and talents of long-serving employees 
to ensure product quality, but this may not be sufficient in a 
competitive market. 

For example, steel may not bo produced in these countries 
out there will always be a demand for galvanized steel sheet for 
vse in low-cost construction projects. The traditional method 
of checking the thickness of zinc on steel is the wet chemistry 
woigh-strip-weigh technique which involves weighing * standard 
sited sample, dissolving the zinc and re-weighing the basic steel 
of the sample. Radioisotope instruments exist for making this 
measurement more accurately and in a few seconds at the push of 
m button, without any special nuclear or electronic knowledge. 
This moans that a check which previously required the services 
of a qualified chemist can now he performed by unskilled staff. 
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In many instance«? these checks are only rei Je occasion«! U y because 
of the expense of retaining a chemist.  TVy can no v. be done 
routinely to ensure closer" nanuiact uri np. tolerances ind probably 
result in raw material savin«?.  The sane ^r^u-ots apply to the 
production of tin-plate. 

Thickness g«-ujres are neccis-ny in t he     ^t'en of sheet 
materials, but the type of rai..f,e wi, \b is .-.u¡ t icic-.i or essen- 
tial for a particular t.-/occss depend;-, or r ¡u dr.. DO or roi.; roi 
possible in the mam facturi nr, trachini i y.  V'th new ir.iu-.r.; r.ery 
radioisotope thickness unices aro v,rob;<hl> disiraMc because of 
high production rates and the clo:.v tole,..IK S vb'ch r.rh;i;c 
adjustments allow.  0!d;r machinery mi-ht ¡„•.,.-,_. :-hlr ¡rocuciion 
rates which do not nccessj t< te h" ; a-;.- rcú   i,.,! ,os, ¡v .-.s-irr-r jr • <- 
and, more important, the machines i:.iKht not •. c;:pall  c>; ad- 
justments to foliov/ the accurate nr;,sur:;i."i. oi t ndioj sorope 
gauges.  Under the latter conditio!-, proci --.s :.uvui:.t fr. does 
not serve a useful purpose but «> ^iwpio i ad J r i so* op.; i-hick-iess 
gauge installation wight be justifhd.  0:.'y a iuoc s; s;u¿y 
can determine the best measuring t et •.'.;..¡c,i.u foi a particular pro- 
cess and this probably Implies that an industrial In tuution, 
competent to judge, should V available.  Such an - r:,-> i t ut ion 
er a nuclear research centri would a!.*o be ni a po5!-"on to 
service and maintain all types of r^asuri >K» jr..< tr«.'.:en! ¿. A 
broadening of the function* of these bodies i,if;ht bs iw:¿tí fU-d 
in these circumstances. 

The one nuclear technique which can be »aid to be «b oVstcly 
essential is radiography.  "*he est ¿ibi isr-;rr m  nt' ava « 1 ubi] i ty 
of a service group with the ncce--.'-,rv t ;.*:.•;,> ¡>   •-; 1U e; ">c* ' euer to 
check welding in construction woik oi the ¿ ¿Oric t ion of çrc^c«- 
vessels and pipelines can make a ~.i f»..j f icatii . on rir .tl: ¡an to lb« 
enforcement of safety sta/Jards. 

Whilst the small, modern industries c.:. r v.ubudiy benefit 
from the application of some radici sotop. ml rau.^t jo,» tech- 
niques, particularly level, thickness and d'a.ity «leasur'x-i.nt, 
the older industries might do so only Wt M careful evaluation. 
The task of improving process efficiency -'J pronuct «¿utl.iy 
might be tedious but it is not un^irmountJ:< • e li aval iV.b«e tech- 
nical resources are used wisely. 

5. 3 Non-1 ndus t. e i a li zed Court trie s 

Exce;,• for isolated cases, it Is only possible to <|4sctis> 
the potential benefits which might be J.^rJved from radie ^otof© 
usage in these countries.  Sonta manufacturing industries vi. 11 
exist and, depending on their level of development, tr?y May 
well be able to profit from the introduction of these techniques. 
On the other hand, as industry Is established in these countries, 
it ha* the advantage ob being able to :howse the most modern 
technology.  If this is done, nuclaar science will undoubtedly 
make iti contribution, probably «.ore realistically than unde> 
Other circumstances. 
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Again, with the exception of gamma-r*..d Jography, there is 
little point in trying to force the introduction of radioiso- 
topo techniques under these circumstances. The need for these 
and other non-nuclear methods will evolve naturally and» pro- 
vided that suitable training is given to the frowing numbers 
of scientists and engineers in non-industrial countric?, each 
*et>*od will  eventually  find  it3 own  level  of acceptance. 
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6.       COI« OLU SI ON S 

¡\ i ven  resu- 
lt  is  un fort it- 

Industrial i-ed  countries   ieva ri ably  have  their own 
national   atomic  energy authori' ici.     ^uaiiîied  and compétent 
staff,   trained   in  ali  branches   of nuclear  science are  avail- 
able  and  a wide  variety of tr inins   courses   i 
larly   to   industrial   management   and  engineers. 
nate  that   the  vast   sums of money  spent   in promoting  nuclear 
technology  are  out   of proportion  to   the   iw.ieJ ! ite  returns which 
might  be  expected  in  terras of national   développent       Many 
reasons   are given  to   justify  c'i.se   lar^c  programaos;     prepara- 
tions   for atomic  power devetoiunenr,   inp»-ovci.'cnts   in scientific 
understanding,   raising educational   leve!.;,  benefits  to  industry, 
medicine  and agriculture,  etc.     These  justifications  largely 
break  down in practice.     Nuclear uovcr stations  normally come 
under the control  of  the power  ¿cner.iti:¿  authorities whose 
own staff,  after  short periods   of training,  are competent  to 
operate nuclear   facilities.    Nuclear  research  tends  to be aca- 
demic   rather than  applied and  ta*   reaching of nuclear  technology 
is better placed  in universities  and other educational  establish- 
ments  except where very  specialized   training  is  necessary. 

Although nuclear  research will   undoubtedly > ring  lon*- 
terta benefits   in  raising  the  level  of  scientific richic-vv.ent 
in »any countries,   it  is   in the  applied  sciences  that   the greattat 
lunediate contributions  can be  l'ade.      In  diagnostic medicine, 
radioisotope  techniques  are used extensively   in both the  public 
and private  sectors.     The  techniques  are   relatively  siir.ple and    . 
they have been  refined to in.'kc   their easy application possible. 
The  extent of  the use of  radioisotopes   in biology  vid mccicnie 
can be   gauged by  observing the   very   >.icl¿*   ran je  of  ioiopes  and 
labelled compounds  produced specifically   for   'his  purport.     On 
the one hand the   techniques are universally icccpted ani on 
the other,  the market  is  sufficiently  UicrUive  to  attract pro- 
ducers  of radioisotopes.     To  a   ies*er extent  the  same  is  true 
of agricultural  applications which  are  also well-defined and 
straightforward.     The use of radioisotopes and  radiation  in 
theso  area* have  brought  rich  rewards. 

In  industry,   these  rewards heve  still  to be realized.    Thii 
is not   to  say  that   industry does  not benefit  frora tb? use of 
radioisotopes.     Take,  for example,   the use   >f thickness  gauge» 
In the  paper  industry.    A conservative «stir-ale of the  annual 
.iavings   in tine  and   raw material  iron   the use 01  one of  these 
gauges   is 3 7.000,-.     There are roughly   20,000 such g*uga»  in 
use which gives   a  savings  figure of  $ 130 million nor yen   Tro« 
tais  application alone.    Many of  tac oth^r  causing  tech-iiqui'» 
are even »ore  lucrative,    tinlike medicine and agriculture, how- 
ever, the range of techniques available is very wide and each 
application has to be examined separately and the instrumentation 
or experiment designed, planned and executed on an individual 
basis.  There are also much fewer personnel involved in ex- 
ploiting industrial application compared to the other fields a»d 
several reasons for this can be advanced. 
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ín order to exploit  radioisotope  techniques  in industry 
It  is necessary to have a broad,   if not  thorough,  knowledge 
of »11  branches of industrial  processes.     The  chemical  engineer, 
for example,   in small or   industrially-developing countries  is 
usually better qualified   in this  respect  than his  counterpart     • 
in highly  industrialized  countries,  where  specialization  is 
necessary.     He has to be  inventive  and imaginative and learns 
quickly by experience.    The demand  for  this  type of person 
is  great and he normally  finds a stimulating  and lucrative 
position  in  industry quite easily.     Such  a person  is  seldom 
prepared to work within  the strictures  of finance and oppor- 
tunity  imposed by governmental  establishments.     The applied 
scientist  does not always  get  the  sarae   financial  and social 
recognition as his academic colleagues  and in «any developing 
countries  this  fact tends  to upset  the proper balance between 
pure end applied science. 

Since he  is dealing  with and  introducing  a relatively new 
technology,  the  industrial  radioisotope  specialist finds him- 
self playing the rôle of  a salesman to some  extent.    This  is a 
•uality not  found naturally in scientists.     He also has  to work 
in environments quite different  from those encountered  in tne 
laboratory.    One of the most difficult  aspects of training 
scientists  in this  type  of work is   to  scale up laboratory prac- 
tise  to the plant level.     The confidence required to carry 
•ut e lsrge scale tracer  study in an oil   refinery for example 
can only come through experience. 

In spite of these difficulties, there are numerous examples 
of successful  groups exploiting radioisotope  techniques very 
successfully.    Usually,  however,  this  success is based on tne 
enthusiasm of a small number of persons who areftilly aware Of 
the potential of the technology which they exploit. 

In countries where  the size of individual  industries  ii 
small or the products are aimed only at the  local markít wnere 
competition is not strong,  there  is  little  incentive to invest 
im mew technology.    National  standards »ay not  exist and,   if 
they do.  may not be strictly enforced.     Management may not even 
he  aware of these new techniques.     In exploiting export »***•**» 
however,  quality control plays a very significant rule,    »ucioar 
methods are a vary good basis for non-destructive testing amé 
muality control and it  is the responsibility of the national 
atomic energy centres, many of which possess  a country » J0** 
modern and sophisticated test equipment,  to ensure that their 
technology is not restricted to atomic energy programmes hut 
Is passed on to industry for the direct benefit of the consumer. 

Too often there is  inadequate contact between industrial 
ménagement and the organization responsible  for promoting nuclear 
applications.     Industry  does not readily seek advice from tftese 
•Kamiiations but will  accept it  if it is based on sound prim- 
ciPles and judgement and backed by technical  knowledge.    This 
•Min points to the need for a careful  selection of staff ami 
to the necessity of Judiciously collecting and disseminating 
information. 
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w_  radiography  is a technique which  is  fully exploited 
ill industrialized  countries.     It  is   inexpensive,  relatively 
s i »pi e to use  and  the  training required  is  not  excessive.     It 
is probably the  only  nuclear  technique  which  is  approaching 
saturation in  some  countries but   in man/ of those countries 
where industry  and construction are  expanding  rapidly  it has t 
yet  to be  fully  utilized as »n inspection   tool.     Many  of  the 
advantages  fron quality control are   intangible but  reliability 
it  a vary strong  sales  point,     it   is  reflected  in the  need to ^t 
hold in itock  fewer  replacement parts,   In  the number  of re- 
turned products,   in  the  safety of  such   *hings  as welded boilers, 
Sressure vessels  and pipelines,  and  in  customer satisfaction. 
adiography help»   to achieve all  of these objectives  and it  it a 

powerful  tool  in  non-destructive testing.   . 

lata thickness gauges are used extensively in the manu- 
facturing  industries,  particularly  in  the paper,  chemical» and 
Clastic», basic  »étals,   textiles,   rubber  and cement  industrie». 
hey »how excellant  returns on investment  through savings  in raw 

Material  and a  reduction in waste and  they result  in a higher 
quality product.     Their use can accurately be described as 
routine  although  in »any cases the  electronic^  design and comp©- 
nents used leave  »cope  for improvement.     The  fact  that a very 
large number of  these  gauges are  installediu spite of their 
early drawbacks  testifies to their necessity as measuring device». 
Modern gauges,  using  the most advanced  electronics  ana mechani- 
cal design are extremely reliable  under  severe environmental 
conditions and  their measurement  precision  is unequalled in 
•ott of  the on-line applications.     Sophisticated automatic 
control   systems  are now being built  into many of the  continuous 
»meet processes,   the beta thickness  gauge being  the measuring 
device  to make this possible.    A  large  number of coating measure- 
ments which ware  previously made unreliably can now be made 
satisfactorily with X-ray fluorescence  gauges      As  the new 
generation of  thickness gauges,  these  devices  incorporate the 
most modern technology and open up a new field for exploitation. 
Industrialized and  semi-industrialized countries manufacturo 
sheet materials  of all   types  in large  and  small operations. 
Many of tha machine»  for making these  sheet materials are 
equipped with  radioisotope thickness  gauge» when delivered. 
Existing  industry,  provided that   its machinery can be adiuste* 
t© meet the accuracy of measurement  from the gauge,  can ba 
readily equipped with  these devices  to give  Immediate economic 
gains end product  improvement. 

Density gauges are used mainly in the cigarette industry 
«Here they have obvious benefit»  in both raw material  savings 
end product quality.    They tre fitted automatically to all new 
machinery but can be easily incorporated  into existing machinery. 
In terms of returns  through the application of a particular 
technique,  this  example is the outstanding one  for density 
gauge installations.    There are numerous variations of gamma . 
density gauging,  particularly in thé chemical, petroleum 
and mining industries, but none of these applications is suf- 
ficient to warrant a concerted effort  to promote their usage. • 
The individual gauging instsllation» are necessary and readily 

• 
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Justified on   economic and technical  grounds.     They have 
developed slowly   to solve measuring problems  which cannot 
be overcone   by  other »etbods.     Good  oxHinnlos  of  this arc 
th« transport   of   petroleum product*,   through  pipelines, 

% |*ufing of unpleasant   liquids  such   a-,  sulphuric  arid and 
sodiu» hydroxide   and the control   of dredging   nnd   sewage  treat- 
nent operations. 

• • 
Radioisotope   level  gauges have been used  in many cases 

quite indiscriminately.     In some  countries,   nuclear  instruments 
are produced   at   the expense of other measuring devices just 
because  th«  nuclear industry developed  more   rapid]y and sooner 
than others  producing  control  devices.     V.'ithin  the confines 
of an atonic   energy programme  it   is possible  to mass produce 
siaple radiation   switches which can  easily  be adapted te a 
vide range of   applications.     It   is   not  necessarily wrong that 
this technique,   which worvs well   and reliably,  should be pro- 
moted at  the   expense of others under these   conditions.    The 
Benefits  to  bo derived  from level   gauge  usage  are  largely in 
labour saving   and   increased productivity,  although some out- 
standing returns   on low investments  have occurred  in the 
pet roi eu* and   chenical   industries.     These  two  industries, are 
th« largest   users   of level gauges,   closely  followed by the 
•lining and power  producing industries.      In   underground mining 
these devices   are  widely used in   remote-contro] leu operations 
and there ara  numerous examples of  their  installation on large 
hoppers and  scaled vessels. 

Analytical   instruments employing  radioisotopes offer 
distinct advantages, primarily  in  the limerai  exploration and 
extraction,   steel   and petro-chcmical  industries.     In logging 
for oil,  gas,   coal and Mineral deposits   these devices are 
universally  accepted because 01" their ability to provide 
rapid information.    They also  reduci   dramaticall>   the need  for 
analytical  chemists whose services  are  at a  pveiuiun in devel- 
oping countries.     Activation analysis  and  X-r~.y  fluorescence 
art techniques  which are already  contributing significant i y 
to geocheaical   and geobotanica! mineral   exploration ana these 
provide an excellent  link between  atomic  energy authorities  and 
Binerai  survey  organisations  in the  development cf natural 
resources.     The   techniques are  ideai   for use   in developing 
countries where   nuclear facilities  exist  and can be used in a 
programme directly connected to national  development.    They «re 
used to a  lesser   extent in the petrochemical   industries, but 
their application   in these industries   in developing countries 
can sake a  significant contribution to product quality control. 
Moisture and   density gauges are u¿ed primarily in road construc- 
tion but the   interpretation of results   is not always straight- 
forward and   the   instruments can give misleading  information  if 
used by inexperienced personnel.     On the other hand, their ad- 
vantages are   considerable and the  correct balance between the 
need tor and  use  of these techniques has to be judged on an 
Individual basis. 

• • 
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Radioisotope   instruments  h;;ve  not   been   fuiiy   exploited 
in   the   developing  ..ouv..ries   although  there   r:   Plo»p'  íí^-í" 
ler.ee   to  show  that  they  could  lu.k^  contributions   to  fT0(^\ 
ouality   control   and  efficient  plant  cp.-.t ^n,   l>r"fcab}?   •  eX 

•ms  of  those   experience;..! I r, du st) i a 1 i>   a Ivanced  nations. 
he   de\elopincr.t   of   these   instruiert .s  has  hce.n  s.u;v:  but  tney 

r\n  now be   said   u    be   entirely   suitrb.c   for   use   in  the  most 
ucnrnndinp   conditions,   re^-ü: in.g   r.  r-inii'-ur.  or  »lamtrnaue. 
O-ily   the  simplest  of   Instilment.*,,   suca  as  lev-1   svicele.,, 
slv.uld   be naWacturod vlu re  ccmpc;cnv   .V»aiity   and engineering 
design   is   suspect   since   these   lector,   bave   been  prevcu  to 

hinder  rathe/ than  adva.ee   the  acceptance  of  nuc   ear   technology. 
lv   most   cases,   the   instrument?   far. be  applied  vAt.,   equal   e«.se 
and rosults   to  all  sises  of  industry vhcre  process  control   is 
desirable. 

Radiation r-rocossiiu; has  SOPO asfo.!..> which rr.ke  it  parti- 
cularly attractive  to   dev^lopii*   eountri;s.     The  nanufacturi 
of   medical  products  under  aseptic  condition   :, V'?L     ^stries 
in  tropical   areas  or   in  tho-e  comunes M\^í¿  codage   industries 
nroduce roost of  these materials.     Kadi At ion   *:er lUzationsnould 
not  be  viewed as   a means  of direct],,   owrconang   taete  difficul 
ties but  it  has prove to  be   the  fust  ».ouvtiueti' oter il i zing 
t. ethnique "for" disposable  and packaged  products.      It   is  P1*1 jo- 
cularly sui tabi-.;   for  cowries  «i-.h de-ctntr -Ijicd pioüu;tion 
facilities   since  sterility  can  be  contro!,ce   at  one c,;n,.;di 
r»oint and the need  for numerous  »utoclaver.   can   >e  e...  ^UHICü. 
A  radiation  sterilization  plant   is  .imple   ve   operate  and  can 
be   run by verv  few persons.      \iso o     ir-pc rt.«rcc   is   the   lact 
tiat   returns  on capital   inve/tnent  are high.     Imprù veinent?   if» 
hygienic  standards  are  rapidly achieved through  tac  in-roauction 
of  this   technique, 

Although  the   rad-H.tion  treatment   »f  -extiles   to  Improve 
their properties   is   net   wide.!-   spread,   the  T»roductj.  tre  exc«-- 
lont.     The  manufacture      f  crcu.ss   >;K«   stair.  TCM,*..r.t   iab"!r*   is 

largely confida  to   indu« trial.'y   ; »vanced corntr.es  and veil- 
patented chemical   technique*  are  predoaiaant..     The co. to.»- 
Seducing  countries   have much   to  gain  i.i  tç-rms   o,   expa   d.ng  ex- 
port markets  if  they  could .»anafacture t'wse   faonr*.     The 
radiation processa   are  not   so   rest-ìctivc   from  t,v<? V»tmt 
point cf  Aew and the possibility oí  -.xploîting  them  is  certainly 
worthy of study. 

The w&nuiacture of wood plastic composite* b/ radiation 
has  been dismissed by Many as   too expensive  a   techn cue  to»  t>e 
afilad in  the  developing,  centric     The. possibility 01  using 
ubí  technique  to nroduce  i-texpenai ve  construction material*  i* 
attractive,   particularly   if waste natenals   such as  bagasse  or 
cheap woods  can oe  utilised  and  the cost  of monomers  reduced. 
Recent developments   appear  to  hav, overcome  these ditficulties - 
and the technology  should not be disregarded.     Similarly,  the 
rapid  curing of printed sheet  materials  such as  plywood and 
steel   is of equal   importance to  the  developing  countries  as 
tha  industrially  developed on^  since a large  portion of  the 
products  are exported. 
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Thc  application uf  some   radioactive  tracer techniques 
is  routine   in  investigating  the efficiency of  indu; trial 
processes,  particularly  in the cher.: leni   and   steel   industries. 
Wide acceptance of those  methods   is  hindered  wainl/  by   the 
fact that only  large concerns  can  sfrord   ''.o   iavuiy of  main- 
taining   a  teem of   nunliiied   •. ethnologist s   t>   use   thetf  in 
trouble-shooting,   investigations.     This   pro!.1er,, has  been 
successfully   overcome  in  several   small   countries ^y a number 
Of  industries   joining  together to  ¿uppert   ;   central   radio- 
isotope   laboratory whose  services   arc  at   their disposal    at 
all times.     A similar philosophy applied   i»  developing  coun- 
tries might  well   produje  more  rapid ;rd   sa* i s fatrcry  results 
than relying  on the sonotimes   ineffective efforts of national 

The bencf >t  5: a i ned fro»  the atomic  energy  authorities.     —   - 
use of  these   techniques  are  considerable but   the direct   parti- 
cipation of   industry is  necessary   if these  rewards  are  to  be 
realized.     Most  oí  the  obstacles   to the  videsmeaa use   of  radio- 
isotopes   in   industry apply   tu  the  use  of  tracers snd  in  parti- 
cular  to  possible   radioactivo  contamination  and  the  resulting 
health hazards.     There   is  little  evidence ..f  serious contamina- 
tion problems  arising  from  the use  of  Uacrs  in industry and, 
in fact»  these should be co-ip: eiv  avoidable  in  properly 
planned'and  executed investigations.     I i   is   through  tracer 
studies  that   the   use of radioisotope?   in  industry can  still 
•xpand considerably. 

In  s unwary,  it  can be conduced that   some radioi totopa 
•Ad radiation techniques brinf, econoi.»ic  and  technological   bene- 
fits to »any  types oí manufacturing processes.    Alter   2S years 
©f development and USURO,  the west  succosi:"»*I  implications  are 
•asii)   recognizable through   the extenî   of the ir acceptance. 
This is  particularly  nue of  radioisotope £«u^es.    The   technique» 
can be  applied with equal   facility to  fill   *.izes c,f process  but 
there are  »till many countries »/hose  industry,  thron«h _ J ack of 
knowledge,   reluctance or fear of   radial ion,   is not   t  '.ing  ad- 
vantage of   these methods.     Lfforts  to  promote radioisotope  ampli- 
cations  have  not   alwt.vs  been made   in the test way.     Pei naps  too 
mich emphasis ha*  been placed on  the nuclear  aspect» of   thi* 
technology   rather than on  the requirements  of industry   lor  the 
»olution of   a particular problem.     The  •'iiaiiiet"  for tht*se tech- 
niques  is far fro» saturated and  properly planned promotional 
activities  can make their benefits available  to      new »né 
•Sitting  industries throughout the world. 
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7.        RECOMMENDATIONS 

The premutici of  proven   r*tht h;otopi   arid  radiation   tech- 
nology   is best done b•>*   inJiviûuhs  or  inst i tnti')¡.«   who   iuliy 
understand  the  requirements   ci   i.Jvi: try  ..nú  th^   ox,ictÍr.,¿   con- 
ditions   undor *hirh   -ir. y  «sejsinini,   sy;t..' .: r  appiicJ   scienti- 
fic   development rust   function.     V :, i 1 «=.*   atomic  energy  organi- 
zations  have well -i(;m I 1 f 1 e¿   ^tsif  competent   to  »«ko   scientific 
evaluations of nuclear   appi i cat i oí. -,   ino nuibcr   of  persons 
within   those organizations   vhu  Ci assois  these   «implications 
objectively  tro m the   iadust1 uil   point  of vie*  is   small.     The 
nuclear  scientist can   rarely  Jo  nene   \).:.n point  out   the   techni- 
cal   advantages und  limitations  of radieirotopr   ra.gas,   foi 
example,   and quote  second-ha   d   hi format ion ¡Jìì process   perfor- 
mance   and economics  resulting   fiom  their vsu unde>-   siuilai 
circumstances.    In mai.y   instinct0   this h:\$ been  and   is   suffi- 
cient   for the industrial   ustr  to  forr» hi.* own  judpemnt  on 
the  value of a particular  nuclear   iechnir,u-> to hi-,   manufacturing 
problem. 

Another, and perhaps  more   important   limitation.   Is  that 
radioisotope gauges  aro  nnufa:tu¡,¿  in a  relatively   few 
industrially developed  cour.tiics.     ihe potential   user   hi   the 
developing countries   has   litti.   opporrai i ty to  evaluate  thii 
type   of  equipment at   first   hand.     This   is not  to   suggest 
that   these gauges should  oc   dRSjpod and trembled   in   the de- 
veloping  countries.     On  thv  contrary,   ••••hiiüt  laboratory instru- 
mentation unier the control   of  specialists  i>   relatively easy 
t© build and maintain ,   industrial   equipiint with   it*   long 
history of development   his   te mn.t more exacting   requi r* »cuts 
and only the simplest   devices,  such as  level  switches,   should 
be considered for local   manufacture   in nast  cases. 

(a) To supplement   the   existing elicits of national   itoaic 
energy  authorities,   th*  application of  *•* i!-estajJ isheJ  r iti io- 
isotope gauging techniques   thou 1J be pro^ohíd by   1n«*us »rTTT" 
centres.   "ìnTcTr.css, Te/ei,  density and analytical   gau^s  in 
the   chemical, plastic* ,   tobacco,  mining,  p*p*i   a\ i  fetil   industries 
are  the most appropriate and  immediately »-«vardins  areas 

(b) The developing  countries  should **§ess   th«   impli- 
cations which the introduction ot   these techniques   «.ifht  have 
on efficiency and qualify  cont.ro*   in  the Runuíactuí ing   industries 
and  the economic benefits  to be expected.    Thir.  might   best be 
done   by raque ¿ting  the   serviras of a tea« of  specialists made 
up ©f   both technologists  and   industrial  economists   to  assist 
local   staff in evaluating   this potenti«!   in particular   industriel. 

(c) On the basis   of  these cost-benefit  studies,  UNIDO 
might   consider the possibility of demonstrating   the  advanutes 
of radioisotopo techniques   through the provision  of   industrial 
gayging equipment with  a  further process study at   a  substituent 
gate.     Such evaluations  would provide a realistic   basis  for 

• • 
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tboroughly evaluating radioisotope thickness  gauges, jay,  i» 
the sheet »etalf plastics or  paper  industries  of  developing 
countries.     Studies of tili*  kind have not previously keen 
••dertaken. 

*• (d)     TIM relative ease with which gamma   radiography can 
be taught  and the rewards   it  can bring »ake  it   a «est attract!*« 
»««•destructive testing  technique.    Evaluations  by  specialists 

•• of the need foT this technology night lead to  the  formation of 
»•»-destructive testing groups with t resultiti*   improvement 
ill fabrication standards.     Only  the very large   industries can 
afford to support such groups but the availability of a service 
organisation able  to perfora»  radiographie and  other testing 
•«¡rations on demand in a country or region has  obvious possi- 
bilities.     Developing countries  should draw on  tho expertise 
available  to obtain an assessment of local  situations, provide 
training and suggest regulatory systeas to guarantee a high 
standard of Inspection.    The Introduction of gamma  radiographic 
techniques can be the foundation on which to build up a complete 
»••-destructive testing network. 

(•)    Nodical products,  whether they be bandages, dressings» 
swabs »r »ore precise devices such as syringes,   sutures and 
instruments,  are manufactured in most countries.     B£Íift*Jñ 
Sterilisation is an acceptable,  safe, simple  and convenient 
motto« ol   raising hygienic   standards of properly packaged 
materials.     With the assistance of specialirts,   the need for 
Small, batch plants or  larger, centraliied  facilities to «eot 
industrial  requirements  should be appraised.     At   a later stag« 
«apertise should be made available to help introduce modern 
•ôckaging techniques and advise on the regulatory  functions 
mocessary to ensure the efficient operation of this type of plant, 

t 
ff)    Tb« number of plants for continuously coating sh««t 

M tal with tin, iinc and paint   is very large   in developing 
cexmtries.     So«« ti»ber-rich countries produce painted plywood, 
amlnly for «inert markets.     Th« radiation corine of painted sur- 
faces bas »any technical   advantage» evev Seat  curing a»id, whilst 
•3tg«»«raliy introduced,   it  should be carjfuliy <*»!*«;'•* *«' 
processes of this type.     A  thorough evaluation of this ¿echMqu«, 
Its technical and economic  ramifications and  its  adaptability jo 
the conditions pertaining  1» industry is warranted and this will 
b« best achieved through case studies. 

(g)     In those countries which have a »wcl«ar reactor,   tbo 
•reduction of some radioisotopes  is usually on»  of the «i**J 
wséertakings.     If s supply of suitable radioisotopes is avail- 
able    radioactive tTacer  techniques can »ak«  a  consid«rabl« 
SmîrlbuîlS» to the efficiency lì operation of  industrial pr«- 
c«sses.     1» small countries «r those with small   industries,  a 

••• contrail led tracer organiiation with direct  iMustrial parti- 
cTpatien can play a »i«fwl  rill but the Mggest difficulty is la 



convincing industry ef the effectiveness of such » service. 
UK I DO should assist   In  this by raking  pvailahic  the   services 
Of specialists with  experience   in  this   type of operational© 
h«lp «valúate   the  effect   ii   could have  on  the operational 
efficiency of a   group of cOMpanie«   and   in provi1 mg  «uida:»ce 
in tho estthtishncnt   pnd co-ordita ti on  of  the  activities  of 
such a group. 

The ¿hove  suggestions and recertinonda* ion?   should fco  con- 
sidered in  the context  of  industrial   instrumentation  and  pro- 
cess development  as   * whole.    R^uio \ sotope and  radiation   tech- 
niques should not  he  looked upon  a*  novel  or  vr  son tiling for 
the specialist.    They  are me/ely ¿a her  tools  far  .'jiCustry to 
eaploy t© achieve better product   quality ani! process  efficiency. 
In describing their  contribution,  however,   i*   is necessary to 
be specific and  comparison with  the  many othc^- measuring methods 
would be unwieldy.     Tn many rases   the   techniques offer  unique 
solutions  to industrial process  problem,  snd their   still  ex- 
S ending use  testifies  to their rucress.     industry has  yet  to 

e fully educated as  to  the merits  and relative  simplicity of 
these  techniques  and UNIDO possesso«*   the  necessary  resources 
and inachinery to make  this possibla.     Appendices  I,   IÎ  nnd III 
tro ©xanples ©t tha  types of project which (tight  initia co this 
offert. 

• 
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APPENDIX I 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

Special Industrial Services 

f'TQJect Data Sheet • 

*•  |tftrenee Numbef: Country: •• 

Project Title:    Assistance in Quality and Process Control: 
Radioisotope and Radiation Techniques. 

fitto formal request received: 

government Department submitting request: 

Specific Government Afercy concerned with the project: 

'•  pmaçriptlon of the project ;  The Government 
fgi'uuirei assistance in defining industrial processes where 
radioisotope techniques could have a significant impact. 
More specifically, the report of the expert should in- 
clude: 

(a) an assessment of those industrie: which might benefit 
•Ott frena the use of radioisotope gauges; 

(•) a detailed examination of particular measurement and 
control problems within these industries to which 
radioisotope technique* can offer a solution; 

(c) economic studies of the effects of introducing these 
techniques; 

(4) a* assessment of the improvement in quality control 
to be expected; 

(•) recommendations for implementing the introduction of 
those techniques which might offer the most signifi- 
cant and rapid benefits. 

!•  ffcfctround Information: The development of manufacturing 
Industri«j is the areahas led to a need for the Intro- 
auction of non-destructive testing and quality control 
etethods f*s » means of product improvement. Within these 
industries, the ability of radioisotope gauges to achieve 
gàia purpose has been amply demonstrated, at the same time 
leading to a more efficient utilization of raw materials 
amé savings in waste and rejects.  Effective cost-benefit 
atudits are necessary before industry embarks on the use        • 
•f these reliable but sometimes novel techniques and theft 
étudias must be made under Industrial conditions to opti- 
mise their usefulness. i 
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AFPENDIX  1   (cont'd) 

«•       reitet »oditt: 

Component»: Consultant - »alarles and travel 
expenses, report preparation 
(3 persons)* $ 9,000,< 

• § 

HT UMSO 

JBMJUL 

for UMDP 

M£i 

fallt figura should DO mil tipi ltd according to 
orto» controa to DO via I tod and to too coo- 
plexity of too probi tos involved« 
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APPENDIX II 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

Special Industrial Servie»* 

Project Pat» Sheet #» 

*•      **f •*•"€• Miaiber: Country: 

Project Title: Assistane« in Non-Destructive Testing: 
Radiography 

Date formal request received: 

Cove riment Dépannent subii tt i m Taques t: 

Specific Government Agency concerned with the pi fleets 

*•  Ptscription of the Pfof«ct: The Government 
requires assistance in defining the need for gamma ami 
X- radiography techniques for the inspection of welds s»d 
machinery components and suggested aethanisms for dealing 
with these problems. The report of the expert should 
include: 

(a) an examination of the construction and manufacturing 
industries where r«on-destn*ctive inspection la am 
integrated functioni 

(b) nn assessment of the) benefits to be gained through Ut 
• man of X- and gamma radiography ; 

(c) a definition of local practices in these arana; 

(4) suggestions for improving these practices and] 
regulating them; 

• • 

(e) recoemsendations on desirable institutional amé 
regulatory arrangements, particular technical aspects 
to be further examined and general principias relevaat 
to the local situation. 

**  iff»ground Information: The non-destructive teatini method 
wnich is most independent of operator skills is radio- 
graphy. Its use as an inspection technique, particularly 
in remote or inaccessible areas, is well-established and 
the economic and less tangible benefits such as ineressed 
safety and improved reliability are obvious. Although data 

-- exists on sona individual users of the method, no evalua- 
tion of the implications of its more widespread application     . 
is available and it is against'this background that there      • 
is a need for institutional and regulatory arrsngements 
to bo examined. . 
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âMtePH  11   (Cut'« 
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4.      p*»t«ct »o4ttt; 

aiiialii 

I. 

CMMtltftat - »al«rift taé 
travel «xp«attft, ttfort 
Î reparation. 

I §,000, 

Ittfti 

f*t 

MÊL 

p§*glty mi *• prati« tat*lvti. 
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APPtNIHX III 

UNITED MATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOrttEWT ORGANISATION 

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

Special Industrial Servix«s 

Project Pata Sheet 

1%  Kaforanc« Number: Country: 

Project Title:   Assistance in Medical Product Production:       ' 
JtadUticn Sterilisation 

Pate formal request received: 

government ftopartment submitting request: 

jm#clflc Government Agency concerned with the projoct: 

*•  Patcrlption of the Project.  The Government 
requires assistance in definirli schemes for the production 
of sterile medical products, particularly where radiation 
sterilisation slight improve product quality and overeo»« 
difficulties arising fro» de-centraliied production. The 
report of the expert should include: 

(a) an examination of the extent of madical product manu- 
facture and its geographical distribution; 

(») a definition of local practices for sterilizing 
those products; 

(c) on examination of the economic and technics! impli- 
cations of introducing radiation sterilisation and a 
comparison with other methods; 

(d) racemmendations for desinole manufacturing and 
*      regulatory arrangements relevant tq the local situation. 

1«  poeiriround Information: The increased production of dis- 
posabíe, sealed and packaged medical supplies has l«d to 
radiation sterilisation being accepted as a uost convenient 
and reliable method.  It is particularly advantageous in 
the processing of heat-sensitive products and where snail, 
éo-centralised manufacture makes local sterility control 
prohibitively expensive. No data currently exists on the 
mood for this method, the effect which is sight have on up- 
grading existing products or its adapt ition to now manufac- 
turing practices. 

• 
t 
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APMìNftlX  III   (coat. M) 

4.      Project Budget: 

»•     'Kc<ywc*t approve^ 

Consultant  -   salarie* ññi 
travel expenses»   *-ex'Ort 
preparation 
(2 person*)* $ é,omt- 

fer UNIDO 

MMl 

f©f UNDP 

fitte; 

Tfcis   ligure §houl<» t*e »ultiplied according t© 
urban centre» to be visited *nê to the com- 
plexity ©f the problem involved. 

1 
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